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The meeting was called to order at 3.15 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 9 (con tinued) .

GENERAL DEBATE

Mr.·SHEv.ARDNADZE (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation

from Russian): The Soviet delegation has instructed me, Sir, to congratulate you

on your election to the honourable post of President of t.he forty-second session of

the General Assembly of the united Nations.

One of the rules of procedure of this Organization reserves a minute for

prayer or medi ta tion. Each sess ion of the Uni ted Na tions Gen er al Assembly is an

occasion for reflection on the fu ture of the war Id. Today the war Id is on the

threshold of great changes and our thoughts are about that. For the first time in

history, the idea of nuclear disarmament is close to the beginning of fulfilment.

It is not a new idea. What is new is that this is proving to be possible. only

yes terday, all we could see ahead of us was a blank walb today we can see far

ahead.

Two thousand warhea~s are but a small part of nuclear arsenals, but that is a

big enough part for": i ts ~isappearance to give to the world a new vision. The

agreement on these weapons is only a small part of what has happened. SOmething

much more important has taken place: the Soviet union and the united states have

finally spoken together the first word in a nuclear-free vocabulary. When that

word becomes deed, the world will also gain new knowledge. It will become

oonvincea that nuclear weapons and secur ity are not synonymous and that secur ity

becomes stronger when those weapons disappear.

For the present, that principle is being established in a specific case, but

it is already being established in practice. The whole question now is whether we

shall be able, proceeding from the same logical premise, to abandon the entire
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nuclear arsenal rather than just a part of it, to scrap all weapons of mass

des tr.uction.

The Soviet Union is convinced that we shall be able to do so. The launching

pad is small but it provides a boost to a great undertaking. The recent agreement

may be followed by an accord on the reduction by as much as one half of strategic

weapons - provided, of course, that the Treaty limiting anti-ballistic missile

system is preserved.

Today there is an increasingly realistic prospect of a convention on the

prohibi tion and complete des truction of chemical weapons. We can expect a

productive deve10(;lllent of the parallel process of reduction of conventional weapons

based on the concept of sufficiency. There is a possibility of making headway

because we have bold ideas and willingness to remove the remaining obstacles.

An affirmative answer to the question of whether it is possible to scrap

nuclear arsenals will become a reality if the international community once again

helps us.

There is no need to compete here for the palm of victory, which does not go

well wi th the 01 ive branch of peace. I could descr ibe how the Soviet Union has

wor ked towards the global double zero, but let others claim the credi t if they

wish. For that matter, if we have to compete in something it should be only in

nuclear disarmament. What is important for us is that what was sought has now been

achieved and the outcome is not at var iance wi th the will of the majority.

We are moved by the enthusiasm with which the world has welcomed the

agreement. It convinces us once again that we are on the right track. Listening

to the voices of approval and solidarity, which drown the morose and solitary voice

of the nuclear profi teers. your Sooie t calleaguet. wi thou t si>aring the euphor ia and
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yet wi thout curbing the optimism, keenly feel that today all of us here are truly

united nations - united not merely by formal membership in this Organization but by

a common destiny and a shared objective. We thank you for this wonderful feeling.

It should be treasured and carried further.
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Thank you for the atmosphere of unity of thought, co-operation and support

which alone could have produced an agreement.

In this sense the agreement is yours. And the fact that it belongs to

everyone is, as we see it, the best guarantee of its implementation.

"We were born to live together. And our community is like an arch which

holds up precisely because its stones prevent each other from falling ••••

One is amazed by the ability of human thought to establish the supreme ethical

law for all times. "We were born to live together", so wrote Seneca to Lucilius

many years ago in his Epistles, but it is only today that this idea is being

understood as the imperative of our time.

Today, Lenin's Decree of Peace is perceived as a message of supreme morality

addressed to our time. The repUdiation of secret treaties, open and public conduct

of international affairs, the immediate withdrawal from the war and the rejection

of War as a method of resolving conflicts reflected, even as far back as 1917, a

common need, which has now become the will of the entire international community.

A long and difficult road must be traversed fOr human thought to become

action, but it does happen sooner or later. When, in Washington, we were

discussing the techniaues of the destruction of nuclear warheads we were suddenly

struck by the fact that only a year ago this had seemed something well beyond our

grasp. Our American partners can confirm this. It is hard to find words to

express this. Let us just say that the past gives a powerful impetus to the

present, and the present gives guarantees to the future.

"The reality and the guarantees of a secure world" is the title of

Mikhail Gorbachev' s article pUblished before this session began, and it conveys the

gist of our thinking today.

A secure world is possible. It is possible because anything else is too

dangerous. The possibility of a secure world is commensurate with the need for
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it. This is the reality. As for guarantees, we see them in a comprehensive system

of security. It is the natural task of the United Nations to give inspiration to

and take the lead in building such a system.

This, reduced to a concise formula, is the logic of that article, which

develops the doctrine of a secure world. It stems from the history of our country

and is the fruit of political thinking that honestly analyses the entire preceding

period.

In this context I would venture to remind the Assembly tha tits forty-second

session coincides with the eve of the seventieth anniversary of the Great October

Socialist Revolution. This is our celebration and we are not imposing it on

anyone. The feelings aroused by the birthday of our State are ours. Nevertheless,

I would venture to share with representatives my thoughts on some of the

international implications of that date.

I do not think that it can be disp.uted that the nctober Revolution was one of

the major events of this century and has had a tremendous impact on the destinies

of peoples, not only those of the former Russian Empire. We think that the process

of renovation which is under way in our country is more than just a str ictly

domestic affair of the Soviet Union. It is impossible to descr tbe as purely the

concern of the Soviet Union its desire to do away with one of the products of the

cold war, which is the splitting of the world into hostile alliances.

All this, naturally, is also part of the objectives of perestroika - c>ur

process of change - while glasnost - openness - and dialogue are, as logically, its

instruments, in both domestic and foreign policies. Between these two there exists

a direct and open relationship and one cannot he implemented without the other.
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This, and this alone, allows me, when speaking about the seventieth

anniversary of our revolution, to invite you all to take thought together.

If we have a concept of a world revolution, which is most closely linked with

the process of revolutionary change in our country, we make no secret of it. It is

this: organizing the entire human community on the basis of recognizing peace as

the supreme valueof existence, human life, freedom and dignity as a general

yardstick, and peaceful coexistence as a universal principle of relations among

States. This concept, proclaimed in the Political Report to the 27th Congress of

our Communist Party, has been substantiated by a series of practical steps taken by

the Soviet union.

Perestroika has also heralded major changes in international affairs. It

should not be obstructed. But, of course, unlike the position in 1917 or 1918, in

1987 no external action could halt our revolution. Today we live in different

times, and it is a different country. And that could be one of the greatest

achievements of the October Revolution. The price of this was enormous. It was

set by the foreign intervention and the civil war; the ruined economy and the

economic blockade; terror and the attempts to subvert the foundations of our

multinational state; Nazi aggression and the cold war, which was imposed on us;

nuclear blackmail and constant attempts at political diktat. Not a single day

passed without our having to pay the highest price.

Unlike many other revolutions, the October Revolution was almost bloodless.

Unlike many others, its architects never intended to build their temple on blood;

they never thought, as had many before them, that cruelty, violence and fear were

the best glue for cementing their ideal.

It was the policies of conspiracy, terror and intervention against Soviet

Russia that made it shut and lock its doors and cut itself off from a hostile world.
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In order to survive it was necessary to do the maximum within the historically

minimum space of time. A chronic lack of time and unending pressure on all fronts

also helped create the conditions which resulted in innocent victims and

irreparable losses.

We are saying this for all to hear: there is not and there cannot be any

justification for that. We do more than just say it. As heirs to both victories

and defeats, achievements and mistakes, we are doing our utmost to consolidate the

victories and to prevent even the slightest possibility of the errors being

repeated in either domestic or in foreign policies.
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This is a distinctive feature of our pet'estroika, its dominant trend, any

indicator of the vigour and health of our society, a guarantee of its future, of

its profound internal democratism, openness and integrity. And there is no need to

engage in linguistic research to try to prcwide listeners with an English

equivalent of the word glasnost. One might go astray in a foreign language, as has

indeed already happened wi th the same speaker, who claimed that ther e is no word

meaning "freedom" in the Russian language. It is generally dangerous to play with

words in this forum in which by no means everyone is ready to applaud insults

summarily flung at entire countries and peoples. Freedom does indeed serve peace -

but it is not the freedom that is interpreted as licence to interfere in the

affairs of others and to finance counter-revolution as a most profitable business.

As for our perestroika, no one should be a prey to illusions. We shall not

turn aside from the main road or borrow from others their norms and rules of

democracy. We t.hank them for their advice, but we shall conduct perestroika

according to our own design, on our own socialist basis. Allow us to determine for

ourselves what the Soviet union is going to be and that will be what the Soviet

people want it to be.

Those who want to support us will also support the project of rebuilding

international relations on a broad democratic basis. They will support the concept

of a nuclear-free world and all actions to resolve the knottiest issues of world

politics. For here the interests of most members of the community fully coincide.

This rostrum is not a pulpit for preaching "free enterprise". This Hall is

not a schoolroom or a un iversity audi torium in which one can teach lessons in

rhetoric or lecture the international cormnunit:y on the manners of "good political

behaviour". It .is even less worthy to adopt the tone of pastoral admonition and

tell the Organization that "sometimes it has strayed" and "it is time for it to

come home".
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One can say, however, that th is ros trum and this Hall are the very place where

new pol i tical th ink ing should be expr essed.

However much the world is split by confrontation and hatred, it is united in

facing the need to preserve itself and to perpetuate mankind.

From this objective reality there emerges another guiding light for new

political thinking: in our time, the correlation between the national interest: and

the interest of all mankind has changed. It has changed in the sense that t.ruly

national interests cannot be opposed to common interests.

If, on the pretext that something is contrary to the interests of national

security or to considerations of national prestige, one rejects everything that is

born of the political thinking of the systems or gover nment.s that one does not

like, then, sooner or later, this will boomerang on the genuine national interests

of one's own people and State.

New political thinking must put an end to that. New political thinking will

put an end to it if it is put into action. And there is no doubt that it will be,

for action, unity of concept and implementation, of thought and its realization, of

word and deed, are crucial conditions for the existence of mankind.

New political thinking will inevitably make its way, for it is nourished by

some remarkable elements: by the accumulation of progressive political experience I

by strictly scientific analysis, evaluation and forecasting of contemporary

realities) and, ultimately, by the freedom of new political thinking from national

narrow-mindedness that provokes animosity towards countries, groups of countries or

social political systems.

In this regard, let me say that the policy of host.ility towards socialism is

now bankrupt, both in theory and in practice.
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The very fact of the establishment of the United Na tions contained the embryo

of the new political thinking. Even at that time its principles were embodied in

the articles of the United Nations Charter,which is undoubtedly one of the greatest

statutory instruments of all time and of all nations.

The fact that our Organization has been functioning for over 40 years now is

testimony to the tr iumph of mank ind' s common interests over nar row-minded

nationalism and great-Power atti tudes.

In fact, all the post-war decades have been nothing but the history of the

struggle between outda ted poli tical concepts and the new poli tical thinking that

was born in the agony of war.

When life on earth depends on one's ability to destroy it 20 times over, there

is something wrong ei ther with oneself and one' s trust in such a guarantee of life,

or with the very idea of deterrence. Most likely, it is both.

New political thinking exposes the absurdity of the idea of safeguarding

anyone's security with nuclear weapons.

However, a question immediately arises: Is it possible to ensure peace by

other methods and, indeed, do such methods exist at all? New political thinking

answers: Yes. And here again I should like to focus on a comprehensive system of

in terna tional security.

As emerges clearly from Mikhail Gorbachev's statements, we envision its

forma tion as a mul til inear process extending over time and implemented through

collective efforts.

In essence, its objective is that peace should be ensured exclusively by the

United Nations and its security Council on the basis of strict observance of the

principles and provisions of its Charter.
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I anticipate a question here: If that is your objective, then what is the

meaning of your proposal? After all, the Charter of the United Nations already

exists and the universal organiza tion for peace is functioning.

Let me remind the Assembly that the United Nations was established for a world

free of nuclear weapons and that its Charter was, naturally, designed to solve the

problems of such a world.

Nuclear weajX)ns gave rise to a different reality which, in the final analysis,

made it impossible to use the United Nations fully as the principal mechanism for

the maintenance of peace and security. It so happened that the nuclear tumour

limited the scope of, and the possibilities for applying the Charter. Now the

prospect of militarization of outer space threatens to erode its principles even

further.

There should however be no question of adapting the Charter to the realities

of the nuclear and space age or, still less, of wrecking it. The Charter is a

great document, which even today contains all the necessary provisions to enable

mank ind to 1 ive and solve its problems wi thou t war.

However, even the Charter cannot do the impossible. No organization, no set

of rules, no code of behaviour can save the world in the few minutes between the

launching of a missile and a nuclear holocaust. If and when the implementation of

the "star Wars" programme begins, the "shagreen lea.ther" of that time interval will

shrink even further. And yet that programme has been touted here once again as a

way "to ensure a safer world".

This is not so. And here I will refer to a person whose statements have been

quoted so readily by the President of the united states - even the day before

yesterday.
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That person is academician Andrei Sakharov, who said:

"My opinion as regards this programme is different from that of the

Reagan Mmin is tra tion. • • It is also wrong to ass er t tha t the exis tence of the

SDI programme has made the Soviet Union negotiate on disarmament. To the

con trary, the SDI programme impedes the negotia tions."

If we are to believe an academician in one area, why should we not believe him 1n

another, in which he is really a qualified expert and a profess ional?

Leave the ocean of space to peaceful vessels, so that fu tur e gener ations - our

children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren - will not have to build space

minesweeper s.

Excluding the nuclear and space component from the security equation is the

only path towards real security. We regard a comprehensive system of security as a

kind of interim programme for reasserting the role of the united Nations and its

Charter as the primary instruments for peace.

What, then, are the practical aspects of a comprehensive system? Throughout

the past year the sponsors of the resolution on this question have held

consultations with Members of the United Nations and discussed their proposal in

in terna tional forums. As a result many things have now become clear er, our ideas

have become more concrete, and an atmosphere of teamwork has arisen. The system is

tak.ing precise shape in all its four aspects: politico-military, economic,

environmental and humanitarian.

In the politico-military area, it comprises the obligation of Governments not

to be the first to use nuclear weapons or any force or threat of force~ making

military doctrines exclusively defensive in nature; making public data regarding

defence expenditures and calendars of exercises and manoeuvres; the adoption by all
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of the princi pleof non-offens ive de fence, and in.s ti tu ting a reliable st& t&m of

ver ifica tion.

We are convinced that a comprehensive system of security ""ill also provide the

key to the settlement of situations of regional conflict. That may bE! one of the

roost difficult tasks of today.

In this connection I shall venture to make a brief digression to address some

ideas presented here the other day. I am referring to the statement IMde here by

the President of the United States the day before yesterday. I am not going to

reI ish engaging in polemics ",i th him. The eli1lO tions aroused by the agreement we

have reached, my status as a guest and re·spect for seniority restrain me from

taking up, point by point, allegations and arguments that a.re groundless 1n the

extreme. But since the Pree ident mentioned the human hear t - cla 1ming, as it were,

a monopoly on h av ing a hear t \ofh ile deny ing it to 0 th er s - I should l1k e to say the

following.

It is hear tless to declar e r e9 ions and con tinen ts zon ea of spoecla 1. in ter es t

for the so-called free world out of which it pumps in to its own econaliy resources

belonging to other peoples. It is heartless to recruit and !OllllTilIU"eena,riea, to

proclaim them freedom fighters, and to pay millions of dollars fOr the murders

committed by them. It is heartless to paJt into the hands of bandit:,s wceapons they

use to shoot down civilian aircraft. The human heart is an extremely sensitive

organ, and it shudder s at such treatment.

Those who halle not suffered have no compassion for anyone. As for WI, we kn~

wha t war on our own terri tory means. There fore it: is not foe the saJ(Q of

rhetorical effect that we declare our support for the efforts of the United Nations.

It plays an extremely important peace-making role in Afghanistan, where the

mission of the Personal Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General
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organically combines with the policy of national reconciliation. It is now

becoming increasingly clear that the Afghans themselves are able to decide the

fu ture of the ir own coun try and indeed are doing so. This new encourag ing trend is

in keeping with our sincere des ire to wi thdraw Sov iet forces from Afghanistan as

soon as possible, and in this we are meeting with the full understanding of the

Afghan leadership.

In Central America, the States of the region themselves have made impressive

headway towards a long-awai ted peace. Their success is shared by members of the

Contadora Group and the Support Group and by all Latin American countries.

Dialogue between the coun tr ies of Indo-China and the Association of SOu th-East

Asian Nations (ASEAN) has revealed promising elements. The policy of national

reconcilia tion is also beginning to work in Kampuchea.

Real possibilities exist for the settlement of the Korean problem. The

yearning of the Korean people for an eas ing of tension in the peninsula and the

wi thdrawal of foreign troops and nuclear weapons cannot but evoke sympa thy.

The united Nations has a detailed plan for giving effect to the resolut.ion on

the granting of independence to the Namibian people. Its implementation would also

constitute a major step towards a settlement of the situation in southern Africa.

A consensus is emerging in favour of convening a conference on the Middle East

problem.

In Cyprus, our Organization and its Secretary-General have also been taking

vigorous action and refusing to retreat in the face of obstacles.

Here is our view of the situation in the Per sian Gulf. It has become

critically dangerous and might get out of control. We are not at all pleased that

the development of events - which we war ned was quite possible from the very

ou tset - shows that we were right. The greater the military presence, the higher
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the probability of yet ano ther conflict and the involvement in it of 'a State not

belonging to the region. This is a source of great. anxiety to us~ it also

strengthens our resolve to act in a sober and carefully considered manner and leads

us once again to emphasize the question of removing the danger of a massive

mil i tary pr es ence •

In the circumstances, it is extremely important to preserve the unity in the

Security Council. That is not an end in itself, but a prerequisite for

implementing resolution 598 (1987). In their individual actions, each member of

the Council must abide by the resolution's requirements and not violate them.

The safety of navigation in the Gulf can and must be ensured by the entire

world community, on whose behalf the United Nations will be acting. If necessary,

appropriate and sufficient forces should be made effectively available to it, and

the Soviet Union would agree to such a decision.

It is necessary to secure, concurrently and immediately, a cease-fire between

Iran and Iraq and to work for the fulfilment of the Secretary-Generalis mission

with respect to an impartial body to investigate the question of responsibility for

the conflict. The Security Council should receive a report within a clearly

established time-frame. This would also make it possible painlessly to withdraw

foreign naval and other armed forces from the Persian Gulf.

It is very important now, in our view, to keep our composure and render every

assistance to the Secretary-General and the security Council.

In the economic field, a comprehensive system of secur i ty seeks to promote

co-operation that would be free of confrontation and would cover the entire system

of co-ordinates of international economic relations. A failure to resolve issues

in this area is fraught with an explosive potential which, if detonated, would

spell catastrophe for mankind.

--~
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The picture Qf prosperity painted here the day before yesterday fades in the

harsh light of reality. It is hard to imagine a- "march of democracy" in the

developing COWl tries saddled as they are with a trillion-dollar debt. It is

impossible to talk seriously of equal opportunities when a n~, technological,

variety of colonialism is at work.

It is imperative to act.

We believe that the international community could reach agreement to reduce

interest payments on bank credits, institute further benefits for the least

developed countries, limit the annual debt-service payments of each developing

country to a fixed portion of its annual export earnings, accept export products of

debtor nations as paymen t for their debts and remove protectionist barr ier s to

their imports, and refrain from charging additional interest for loan-payment

rescheduling and debt refinancing.

These, of course, are only suggestions for discussion, but even now

consideration could be given to devising a programme of immediate action to ease

the debt burden of the developing wor Id.

OVer the long term it is also necessary to res tructure the en tire

international monetary system.

And, of course, nothing would be more conducive to the economic developnent of

nations than the most far-reaching programme of disarmament.

We are familiar also with a different viewpoint which does not acknowledge the

relationship between disarmament and development. There are some who explain

poverty by the inability of people to work and build their own lives. This is but

another form of outright racism. No people is without talent or incapable of
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creating material and spiritual wealth. It is just a matter of different

condi tions that ei ther help a people to realize its potential or thwar tits effor ts

to do so. The elimina tion of economic discrimination creates favourable conditions

for people to prosper economically and spiritually.

The environmental aspect of the proposed concept reflects the evolution of

thinking about the relationship between man and nature. The achievement of

mankind's environmental security is as imperative as the threat of an ecological

disas ter facing it is real. Today we must realize that the protection of the

env ironment must be ensured on a world-wide basis. Confronta tion narrows the scope

for concerted action, while co-operation can expand it. Our concept provides for a

set of measures in this area.

The human dimension is the pr imary yardstick for a comprehensive sys tern of

security. Nations can and must co-operate in establishing the best international

conditions for safeguarding the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual

everywhere, delOOcratizing internal conditions and building trust and harmony on

that basis.

We should together begin to devise a broad range of practical steps in the

humanitarian area, prom:>te co-operation in eradicating apartheid, racism,

chaUVinism, nationalism and discrimination on those bases, deal jointly with the

problems of national minorities and refugees, and safeguard the rights of emigrants.

We sOOmi t that for Sta tes and nations trust begins at home and that to a large

extent it is based on the unity of words and deeds and on complete accord between

political declarations and actual positions. Our domestic and foreign policy is

and will continue to be guided by that principle, and we reserve our right to
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demand the same of all other Governments, our partners. The political, social,

economic and cultural rights of the individual should be safeguarded on the basis

of generally accepted international instruments. That is the way it should be

everywhere.

The countries that have put forward this proposal do not cLaim a certificate

of copyright. The system of security grows out of what has already been

accomplished in the process of the peaceful coexistence of nations in the post-War

years. It grows out of the activities of the United Nations. It is rooted in a

broad legal foundation and the treaties which restrain the arms race. It is rooted

in the negotiations on the central problems of our time and the codification of

human rights standards, in regional security-building processes and in the

Non-Aligned Movement.

As a logical result of the development of mankind's common culture in this

century, that system promises to become in the future a framework for the

collective application of the creative efforts of all countries and peoples.

Today, when 2,000 weapons can be removed from the face of the earth, when a

historic breakthrough has been achieved in a 42-year-long trend, such a system

reflects what we believe to be a genuine, irreversible process: a product of will

and perseverence. For we are indeed born to live together and we shall stand

together if we become an arch in which we support each other.

Our Assembly session provides the best occasion for reflecting on this. Its

time should not be taken up with confrontation and hostility. I tell you frankly

that the world is tired of that. There have bee~ too many quotations intended to

prove that you are dealing wi th the spawn of Hell. That is simply not serious or
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(Hr. Shevardnadze, USSR)

well founded. There have been too many accusations that detract from the dignity

of nations. It is time for us to proceed to earnest dialogue) time to get down to

business.

In these moments, as we stand face to face with the past and the present, we

are keenly aware that when this pause for reflection is over we shall once again

have to act, and again act.*

* Mr. Jacobovits de Szeged (Netherlands), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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Mr. NGARUKIYIN'lWALI (Rwanda) (interpretation from French): States

Members of the United Nations have faithfully adhered to a well-established

tradi tion and come to their annual meeting, arranged so that they can together

consider in a constructive dialogue the problems facing the international oommunity.

Every session of the General Assembly oonstitutes an ideal opportunity t.o

reaff irm our oommi tmen t to the fundamen tal purposes and pr lnci pIes of our

Organization as set forth in the Charter. The Charter oharges Member States with

the mission of working for peace and contributing to the development of

international rela tions for the purpose of promoting the prosper i ty and economic

and social progress which all peoples desire.

This Assembly provides the framework within which efforts to imprOV'e the lot

of mankind on the basis of the ethical standards shared by all countries that

cherish peace, freedom, equality, justice and progress are harmonized.

On joining the United Nations as its 97th Member, on 18 September 1962, the

Republic of Rwanda solemnly expr essed its determination to abide by those eth ieal

standards, which are based on equal rights for all peoples and the ideal of peace

and co-operation expressed in San Francisco in 1945. The Republic of Rwanda hopes

that: this ideal will take ever more concrete form and that the efforts of all

Member States will ensure that our Organization can carry out the mission assigned

to it.

Rwanda will always be among the eoun tr ies eager to wor k in th is sense. At

this session the commitment we entered into in this respect. in 1962 takes on a

particular signifioance, for this is the twenty-fifth anniversary of the

independence of the Republic of Rwanda and its admiss ion to the Uni ted Nations

family.
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(Mr. Ngar uk iyin twali, Rwanda)

In recalling this dual anniversary! wish to reaffirm on behalf of the

imbalances that afflict the developing coun tries.

devoting its main efforts to meeting the challenges brought about by the economic

factors cause acute concern at the present time when the world community should be

Far from decreasing, the economic difficulties, on which the General Assembly

those negative factors is the policy of certain countries which are reluctant to

puts growing emphasis, are increasing and taking on new dimensions that bode ill

in the Charter. This support is accompanied by the hope that the negative factors

that imperil the attainment of these objectives will gradually disappear. One of

Government of Rwanda the Republic of Rwanda's support for the objectives laid down

AP/Ql

for the progress that all peoples desire. The world economy is still exper iencing

a crisis which threatens the very survival of the countries of the third world and

could thwar t their arduous developmen t effor ts.

The crisis is essentially structural in nature for it affects the mechanisms

which govern international economic relations at the present time and has an

increasingly negative effect owing mainly to the instability of financial markets,

the continuing deterioration of terms of trade, the stagnation in the raw materials

marke ts and the debt problem.

The persistence of these forces is a serious obstacle to the development

effor ts of the coun tr ies of the th ird world, which are thus caught up in a complex

and dangerous spiral of the constant deterioration of the world economic situation

and the inexorable reduction of their resources, their purchasing power. They are

therefore in danger of falling into a state of chronic underdevelopment.
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(Mr. Ngarukiyintwali, Rwanda)

At every suitable opportunity the international community ernphasiz,es its

concern over this situation, stating that lasting growth for the countries of the

third world depends upon increased financial flows to them, more balanced trade and

a realistic, concerted approach to solving the problem of indebtedness.

Consideration of development and economic growth viewed in these terms was a

feature of the Seventh United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD),

which took place in Geneva las t July. The pragma tism and realism tha t

character ized that Conference should give a new impetus to the resumption of the

Nor th-SOu th dialogue.

Among the r esul ts that give cause for optimism regarding the likelihood of

finding satisfactory solutions to the most urgent economic problems facing the

international community are the provisions made to implement the Common Fund for

Commodi ti es.

The developing coun tr ies whose economies depend largely on the expor t of their

raw materials are indeed pleased that UNCTAD has attributed so much importance to

this ques tion and is consider ing it from the angle of reducing the nega tive impact

of success ive fluctua tions in commodi ty prices. The in terna tional commun i ty

refuses to accept the inevi tabili ty of the decl ine in and instability of prices

confronting third-world producers which must deal with the combined effects of the

crisis and the fall in their revenue in international markets, where raw material

prices have collapsed and are now lower than they have been for 50 years.

UNCTAD VII showed that the time has come not for resignation but for realism,

the kind of realism that should lead to new efforts to ensure development, taking

inoo account the changes caused by an increasingly obvious interdependence which

demands that there be solidarity and complementarity in the promotion of

universally shared prosperity.
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The challenges the third world must face require such an appr6~'ch, which
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growth and development for the benefit of all parties. In this content the

commitments endorsed in UNCTAD should now lead rapidly to concrete actions with a

view to overcoming, in sol i oar i ty and complemen tar i ty, the ongo ing cruc ial problems

in the area of international economi,.c relations.

The current session of the General Assembly provides an excellent opportunity

to bolster the optimism aroused in th is respect by the consensus that emerged from

the debates at UNCTAD VII and to spell out the priorities that were adopted with

regard to improving the lot of the poorest countries.

In this spirit, w1 th regards to the clearly expressed des ire to channel a

larger share of developnen t a id to the least developed countr ies, the Assembly is

called upon to carry out a more thorough debate with a view to having the

international conununity clearly define the ways and means to be mobilized to

overcome the obstacles standing in the way of the development of third-world

countries. In particular, production capacity must be increased, as must financial

resources devoted to development aid~ and the constraints inherent in the external

debt burden must be alleviated.

~rhe debt problem has caused the most acute concern for the third-world

countries, in particular African countries. For Africa, the external debt is a

heavy burden, a bottle-neck in the developnen t process, for it is one of the many

negative factors that are undermining its ability to pay, while the imbalances in

international economic trade from which it suffers are being exacerbated.

Africa hopes that its partners will take measures to alleviate its external

debt burden, which is primarily linked to the economic and financial constraints

flowing from deterioration in the terms of trade, together with a deteriorating ra'
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(Mr.· Ngarukiyintwali, Rwanda)

naterials prices that create chronic deficits and heighten the crisis in the entire

continent, where growth has collapsed.

The international community is now well aware of the need to create a more

stable economic environment in order to promote development in 'Africa. More than a

year and a half ago the General Assembly adopted the United Nations Programne of

'Action for African Economic Recovery 1986-1990. The adoption of that programme was

not an end in itself, but an important step in efforts to strengthen active

solidarity with a view to restoring 'African economies.

Since that time African countries have, and at great sacrifice, made certain

structural changes. 'Africa has thus demonstrated its willingness to deal, in a

responsible manner, with the serious problems jeopardizing its developnent. It is

comforting to note that our partners, for their part, have decided to support the

efforts of African countries. This commitment must nOo1 take the form of concrete

action with measures making it possible to improve the international economic

climate and establish developnent programmes enjoying a significant increase in

financial resources originating from both bilateral co-operation and institutions

specializing in multilateral co-operation.

That is how the constructive dialogue that marked the special session devoted

to the economic problems of Af,rica will - above and beyond enhancing the awareness

of priority aspects of the developnent problems facing an entire continent striving

for survival - help to generate efforts aimed at prolOOting a more active form of

sol idar i ty.

The Gaver runen t of Bwanda attaches gr ea t impor tance to th e effor ts th e

international community is called upon to make in this connection, in particular to

foster co-operation based on consultations with mutual respect for each partner and

taking into account the needs, reali ties and interests of everyone in order to
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The Pretor ia regime stubbor nly clings to its ou tmoded anachronistic policies.

wIth regard to the problem of Namibia, in particular the Rwandese Government

apartheid, its illegal occupation of Namibia and its acts of destabilization and

intimidation against the front-line States.

continually at odds with the international community because of its policy of

resui t of the practices of the racist minor i ty regime in Pretor ia - a reg ime

reach a genuine contract of solidarity that leads to meeting the challenges of the

times and those flCMing from the expectations and aspirations that regulate the

progress of individual countries and peoples on the pa th to development, and

The intransigence and arrogance of the champions of the policy of apartheid is

Against the background of the concerns arising from the persistent economic

crisis, the international community must also deal with political problems that

engender insecurity, tension and even open conflict.

provides a constantly renewed dynamism adapted to the needs of the fu ture.

It has shown an unwillingness to change that is unacceptable and stubbornly refuses

has engaged in stalling manoeuvres to delay the independence of Namibia and made of

that the South African people must be allowed to realize its aspirations to

convinced that the Namibian people must exercise its right to self-determina tion,

PMB/8

an outrage to all countries that cherish peace, justice and freedom and are

democracy and that the countries of southern African must be allowed to enjoy a

climate of security conducive to stability a~d development.

the need to realize the right of the Namibian people to live in freedom and dignit:

435 (1978) remains the only appropriate framework for a .solution in keeping with

believes that the settlement plan contained in Security Council resolution
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(Mr.· Ngarukiyintwali, Rwanda)

In the firm belief that the ethical standards based on the principles of

international law will overcome the unacceptable claims of the Pretoria regime, I

cannot fail to reaffirm the unswerving support of the Rwandese Republic for the

freedom fighters who are battlil)g this retrograde regime. Similarly, we continue

to support the front-line States, which the South African leaders are trying to

subdue by making them the victims of blackmail, destabilization and economic

saJ?Otage.

r
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(Mr. Ngarukiyintwali, Rwanda)

Apart from the si tuation in southern Africa, where the odious system of

apartheid gives rise to oppression and violence, there are sources of tension

elsewhere on the African continent and elsewhere in the world.

Notwithstanding the constant appeals made from this rostrum for respect for

the fundamental principles of the united Nations Charter, which all States Members

of our Organization are committed to respect and promote, international peace and

securi ty are endangered by the tendency to support the principle that might is

righ t.

For certain peoples - in particular the Sahraoui people and the Palestinian

people - the implementa tion of the principle of self-determina tien is still but a

pious wish, while non-interference in the internal affairs of other states, respect

for sovereignty and territorial integrity and the peaceful settlement of disputes

are principles that continue to be violated.

The situations Lebanon, Afghanistan and Cambodia, as well as the war between

Iran and Iraq, thus continue to be of grave concern to the Organization. Regarding

especially the fratricidal war between Iran and Iraq, the in terna tional community

must persist in its solemn, repeated appeal to the belligerents to seek an

appropriate solution, in keeping wi th the provisions of the Uni ted Na tions Charter"

to their conflict.

The Republic of Rwanda believes that, faced with situations such as these, the

establishment of a genuine clima te of peace in the world depends on effor ts by

individual States scrupulously to respect the provisions of the United Nations

Charter, while encouraging mutual trust and collective security and rejecting

confrontation and violence.

At each session the debates in the General Assembly reflect the anxiety of thE

international community caused by the uncertainties that loom over the future of

mankind because of the dangers inherent in the arms race.
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(Mr. Ngarukiyintwali, Rwanda)

At the recent In terna tional Conference on the Relationship between Disarmament

and Development stress was rightly laid on the need to promote peace, security and

disarmament in the interest of increasing the resources available for the struggle

for social and economic progress.

The Rwanda delegation hopes that, in keeping with the conclusions reached at

the end of that Conference, specific provisions will be adopted to remove the

threat to mankind posed by the arms race and to carry out the transfers that would

make possible spectacular scientific conquests and impose awareness of the

correlation established between disarmament and developnent, between the needs of

security and the expectations of peoples in search of progress and prosperity.

In this context, the Government of Rwanda attaches great importance to efforts

to intensify the constructive dialogue that will give effect to the conviction that

secur i ty needs demand ever closer co-ordination wi th the stakes of development

considered in the light of the solidarity and complementarity that are a necessary

par t of in ter na tional rela tions.

Whenever appropr iate the Governmen t of Rwanda recalls the fact that the

Organization recognizes that divided nations are entitled to seek ways and means to

regain their unity, without outside interference or pressure. In this spir it, I

should like to emphasize once aga in the Republic of Rwanda's interest in and the

importance that it attaches to efforts to further the normalization of relations

between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic. We

hope that those efforts, supported by the collective conscience of the German

people and responding to their ardent des ire to keep that conscience stead fast,

will enable them to recover the unity to which they aspire as an integral part of

their hed tage.
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(Mr. Ngarukiyintwali, Rwanda)

Moreover, and still with reference to the United Nations Charter, the Republic

of Rwanda supports initiatives aimed at bringing about the independent, peaceful

reunification of the Korean nation.

The United Nations embodies the sublime ideal of promoting within the

international community the values and virtues inherent in aspirations to peace,

freedom, justice and social and economic progress. As an institution, it is at the

service of peoples which share those aspirations and of Member States, so that they

may maintain and develop relations based, above all, on equality and mutual

respect, as well as on the awareness that they must act together, co-ordinating

their efforts to bring under control the factors and events that influence the

future of humanity.

U is in this spir it that the Republic of Rwanda solemnly reaffirms its

unswerving devotion to the principles of the United Nations Charter, in the hope

that the dialogue and the concer ted effor t of Member States will give concrete

expression to those principles and reinforce the role of the Organization.

In this context, we assure the Assembly that the delegation of Rwanda will

play its full part in ensuring that the forty-second session of the General

Assembly will contribute to the attainment of the objectives of the Organization.

In addressing to you, Mr. President, as other speakers before me have done,

heartiest and warmest congratulations, I stress our conviction that your prestige,

your long experience and your eminent quali ties will help guarantee the success of

the work that will be conducted by the Assembly under your leadership.

The delegation of Rwanda wishes also to pay a tribute to your predecessor, who

directed the work of the forty-first session of the General Assembly competently

and tactfully.
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I pay a tr i6ute also to the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar,

for the steadfast commitment he has shown in carrying out his functions in such a

way that our Organization can continue to serve the interests of peace, solidarity

and co-operation between nations. His oomrnitment has earned him the great

appreciation of the GOITernment of RWanda.

OVer and above the success of the work of a session of the General Assembly,

the success that the Uni ted Nations has in carrying out its mission is and will

remain dependent upon the determination of all Member States and of each Member

State. There must be a determination to work for a new international order, which

can come about only through a policy of entente and co-operation among States,

nations and people. There must be a determination to participate in the building

of a community based on world-wide solidarity and on co-operation that promotes

mutual enrichment and development thanks to the shar ing of knowledge and sk ill,

thanks to fruitful exchanges in the spheres of the economy, education, culture,

inforrna tion, science and technology, and thanks to the will continually to broaden

the dimensions of international relations, giving pr ior ity to those factors that

foster balance and harmony.
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(Mr. Ngarukiyintwali, Rwanda)
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on his election to the presidency of the General Assembly. We are confident that,

In mounting this rostrum, from which the world's conscience is periodically

\

Mr. MABROUK (Tunisia) (interpretation from French): It gives me great

efforts to bring about the triumph of the ideal to which we subscribed 25 years

presided tactfully and effectively over the work of the forty-first session.

Mr. Humayun Rasheed Choudhury, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Bangladesh, who

I am also happy to pay a tribute to your predecessor,

have always maintained excellent relations of friendship and co-operation.

complementarity with a view to fUlfilling the aspirations of all peoples for peace

important session with the utmost efficiency. I can assure him of Tunisia's

given his well-known experience and skill, he will conduct the proceedings at this

ago, an ideal that put the world on the path of dialogue, solidarity and

pleasure to convey to the President the congratulations of the Tunisian delegation

co-operation with his country, the German Democratic Republic. Our two countries

AA/lO

and in signing the united Nations Charter the Republic of Rwanda evidenced it.

Guided by the Charter's inherent spirit, Rwanda will always play its part in

relationships each State hopes to maintain and develop on the international scene,

Our deep appreciation and sincere gratitude go to the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar, for his dedication and f~r his eminently active role

in the service of the Organization and in pursuance of the noble objectives of its

expressed, sometimes in anguish and sometimes inspired by hope, I venture to

request attention so that I may enumerate a distressing series of problems that

have often been raised in this prestigious forum. I have, frankly, felt tempted to

limit this statement to making a strong appeal for a radical change in all of us,

\:\'1:: \,

fii; " 'i'~;rji .
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(Mr. Mabrouk, Tunisia)

namely, that in our deliberations we set aside individual problems and current

differences and - in our thinking, in our statements and in the formulation of our

resolutions - acknowledge the absolute primacy of a common creed based on the

Declaration of Human Rights and the Charter of the United Nations. For it is

time - I might say it is high time - to enforce compliance with those two

instruments, which are not impractical products of man's idle invention but,

indeed, irrefutable commandments and fundamental precepts that govern the conduct

of each and everyone of us.

It is indeed high time for States in their relations to eschew their obsession

with issues deriving from dogmatic allegiance and with conventional rifts that

result from a kind of short-sightedness in the evaluation of international

relations.

It is time for us to join together in exorcising the demons of aggressiveness,

hegemonism and tyrannical power so that mankind can finally live in peace and the

peoples of the world can prosper through exchanges founded on fraternal relations.

I would have liked to conclude by saying that, but this session has begun at a

particularly critical time. The world is going through a period of turmoil, and

the direst threats are gathering momentum in more than one region of our planet.

In addition to the long-standing conflicts that have preoccupied the

Organization almost since its inception, such as the problems of the Middle East

and southern Africa; in addition to the serious problems afflicting Asia, where

both Afghanistan and Kampuchea are still occupied by foreign armies, and in

addition to the convulsions in Central America, we now have a protracted war in a

particularly sensitive region, which compounds the frustrations of the peoples of

the Middle East, who have contributed so much to the development of civilization.

I refer to the war between Iran and Iraq.
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All our efforts should be directed towards bringing that tragedy to an end.

It is urgently necessary to establish a just peace, with no victor and no

That war is sapping the strength and potential of two fraternal peoples and

The authority of the United Nations must be the guarantee of law and peace.

upon it, our Organization can and must enforce solutions wherever peace is

Tunisia, inspired hy Bourguiba, a champion of peace and the brotherhood of

That is my country's position.

by the Security Council concerning the war between Iran and Iraa seems to us to

the united Nations in Chapter VIr of the Charter. By assuming the task incumbent

preaches peace, brotherhood and tolerance for all mankind. The resolution adopted

offer hope by the very fact that it appropriately strengthens the role assigned to

vanquished, in order to terminate that particularly lethal and unjust conflict, a

may even jeopardize the future of those two great countries.

violates the very concepts of their traditional faith, the Islamic religion, which

RM/lO

peoples, has solemnly vested supreme authority in international legality and the
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That authority is in perfect concord with the authority deriving from the

spir i tual values bequeathed by the Islamic message, to which my coun try, while

welcoming dialogue and keeping ~ce with progress, remains absolutely faithfuL

I must express my sorrow at seeing the Islamic message perverted and bereft of

its real meaning because of some individuals and some terrorist organiza tions

decei tfully ar roga ting to themselves a mission of redemption while actually

furthering their own political ends or unleashing a fanaticism foreign to the real

meaning of that message of Islam.

Unfortunately this has been turned to their own account by the disparagers of

Islam. Thus, a whole campaign of pro~ganda has been mounted against the sacred

tenets and cuI ture of Islam, propaganda that is sometimes based on ill will but

most often on ignorance. In this all-embracing world of ours, how can we refuse to

recognize the plurality of cultures, their originality, their message, their own

dynamism and the ir evolu tionary processes? In fact, the self-styled dominan t

cultures and civilizations simply reject what, through ignorance, they fail to

understand. Let us therefore face up to the vit.al necessity, in an international

community that has become one and indivisible, of dialogue between cultures and

civiliza tions.

There is certainly one country which in its life, history and institutions has

given us an example of such a dialogue, a coun try which is today endur ing a tragedy

that envelops its terr i tory, its iden ti ty and its very exis tence, a coun try which

certainly does not deserve such a fa te - namely, Lebanon. No one wi th any sense of

justice or respect for human values can ignore a cry that arises from the depths of

his conscience, a cry that betokens h is sorrow, indigna tion and, above all, his

solidar i ty.
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its historical and strategic implications, namely, the Middle East problem, ever

We are all aware, however, that for so long as Israel refuses to recognize the

and especially that which lies at its very heart, the Palestinian problem.

in 1982 and which constitu tes a realistic basis for solv ing the Middle East problem

spiri t of this approach in the Fez plan, which they adopted v irtually unanimously

and the Arab countr ies, for their part, endorsed if not the letter at least the

It is now essential for all of us to acknowledge the cogency of this approach,

of both the Palestinians and the Israelis, rejecting the racial confrontation

since 1965 President Bourguiba has advocated recognition, as is now desired by all,

peace-loving man, has always given priority and deep thought to all the proble~s

That is why Pres iden t Bourguiba, the founder of moder n Tunis ia, as a profound

international community.

world. Being both African and Arab, both Islamic and Mediterranean, Tunisia is

As regards one of the problems that is most difficult and important because of

Without claiming to solve the world's problems, it must be said that, by its

history and geography, its culture and economy, and inspired by its universalist

situated at the crossroads of all the currents and turmoil that afflict the

vocation, Tunisia is deeply sensitive to all the upheavals convulsing our modern

effar ts to reach a peaceful solution are doomed to failure. It takes two to

Palestinian personality and its right to self-determination and independence all

MLG/mh

country in favour of recognizing the Palestinian fact, which is an irrefutable

negotia te and reach agreement. For tuna tely, voices are now being raised in tha t
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There is no doubt that if IsraelIs allies were themselves to accept this fact

the international conference which We so earnestly ad'locate not only could be

convened but would lead to the desired results. We hope that the efforts made in

this direction by the Secretary-General will be successfully pursued so that the

triple message of the one and only God, invok ing peace and brotherhood, may once

again resound from Jerusalem. Then, and only then, will genuine co-operation among

all the countries of that region so crucial for the world, namely, the

Medi terranean, be established.

It is always with a sort of nostalgia for the past that people speak of the

Mediterranean region, overlooking the fact that even today it is the principle area

in which almost all dilemmas are concentrated - and sometimes confront each other.

Alas, it is precisely there that the problems and contradictions of East-West and

North-South relations intersect. The establishment of peace in this region of

exceptional geostrategic importance would constitute an incomparable foundation for

building a more brotherly, more interdependent world.

The active participa tion of the grea t Powers in a conference on the Middle

East could only help to further the necessary solutions and compromises. Moreover,

they would be giving not only their own direct endorsement but also that of the

Security Council and the United Nations as a whole.

It is the security Council that must at all times be the overseer of efforts

to solve all the serious conflicts that ,threaten international peace and security.

We shall not resort to an apocalyptic view of the future of our planet, where

problems are indeed world-wide in scope. Rather, we shall strive confidently to

emphasize the many signs and glimmers of hope that appear here and there.
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Thus, in the efforts to ensure fulfilment of the legitimate aspirations of

Indeed, such concord WOUld, among other benefits, open the way for the normal

slowing down of the armaments race, in other words the beginning of real nuclear

'lbday we are relieved - and this feeling has been confirmed by the statements

disarmament, and above all the hope of seeing West and East helping to solve the

vital problem of peace in all regions of the world.

dispu tes tha tare decima ting the peopl es of the th ird wer Id in the Middle East,

operation of the Security Council, the only organ capable of eliminating the many

contr ibution by adopting resolution 435 (1978), on Namibia. This is the only way to

sou thern Africa the Securi ty Council has already made a major, indeed decis ive,

bring about the solution of that problem, for which the Uni ted Na tions will

continue to bear particular responsibility until the total independence of that

coun try.
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Whether Namibia'or apartheid is at issue, it is also high time for the will of

the Security Council - as I have already said - to become, for everyone, an

incontestable rule of conduct for our countries in their international ~elations in

a world that is at last banishing recourse to force and aggression. The sUfferings

inflicted by the apartheid regime on the black people of South Africa will not

crUsh its heroic struggle for liberation. Given South Africa's refusal to

compromise either on Namibia or on apartheid, the Security Council must impose the

requisite mandatory global sanctions ~n order to stop the massacre of populations

whose only crime is that they aspire to liberty. It is in the light of this

problem and of all the other problems confronting mankind that we judge the scope

and nobility of the role of the united Nations.

We are therefore fully confident that the Security Council will fulfil its

responsibilities under the Charter.

Convinced as we are that grave dangers and perils threaten our world, we would

like to believe that we are witnessing the dawn of a general awareness of the major

problems of our time, be they political, economic or humanitarian.

Accordingly, only the resumption of a serious, in-depth North-South dialogue

inspired by our faith in the natural interdependence of peoples - in a community in

which differences in the choice of ways of life cannot override strictly human

aspirations and problems - can rescue us from the economic, financial and social

anarchy characteristic of our present era, an era that is marked everywhere by the

resurgence of poverty and violence, by persistent and spreading unemployment and by

the irresponsible destruction of our environment.

There is a major problem that persists in the minds of the international

community. Because of its universal and lethal character, it must continue to

engage the serious attention of our forums: I refer to the problem of

__________.1dII
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It is incumbent on the international community, which now constitutes an

putting a stop to this terrible scourge.

Tunisia proclaims once again its condemnation of terrorism in all its forms

Political crisis, economic crisis, social crisis - actually we are witnessing

international terrorism and the taking of innocent people as hostages. These

by the armaments race, the economic crisis, monetary instability and the rapid

measures proposed by the General Assembly and of all other ways and means of

persistence of white segregationist domination over the peoples of South Africa and

arisen, the frustrations generated by the situation in the Middle East, the

human conscience. This form of violence, particularly odious because it is carried

The deterioration in the sense of humanity in countries where the need has not

out in a blind and craven manner, is perpetrated indiscriminately against innocent

attacks on people's safety and dignity constitute a challenge that outrages the

victims who, by chance or coincidence, happen to be in the path of the killers or

distressing picture of world-wide anarchy and disorder, which is only intensified

Namibia, and the armed conflicts in Asia and Latin America all contribute to a

a crisis of civilization in a world that prodigious scientific and technical

decay of the environment.

advances have enfolded into a single network of interacting and interdependent

indivisible whole, to face up to the mounting perils created by many tensions,

inherited from the colonial past.

which are, for the most part, attributable to eaualities and disparities often

ilj
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c
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It is for us to"eliminate the terrible anachronisms which, at the end of the

present millennium, are represented by famine, poverty and sickness, mass

unemployment and destruction of ecosystems which ravage the countries of the South

by instituting in their stead a new world economic order capable of ensuring the

viability, peace and security of our planet and by creating decent living

conditions for the populations of the developing countries.

Tunisia, like so many developing countries and so many sister countries of

Africa, has agreed to make considerable sacrifices, inter alia, in the context of a

thorough structural and global economic reform, being aware of the responsibilities

incumbent upon it as a full member of the world economic system.

In spite of these efforts and owing to the lack of substantial support on the

part of their partners, the economic and financial situation of the vast majority

of developing countries has now passed the critical point and continues to

deteriorate, in particular in the most vulnerable countries.

The extremely serious problem of the developing countries, external debt and

the mounting flow of capital from our countries to the developed countries clearly

illustrate the unacceptable and suicidal perversion of the world economy. current

debt management would actually only contribute to a dangerous increase in economic,

political and social pressures on the world system as a whole. Nevertheless we

continue to nourish the hope that the North-South dialogue, which was finally

resumed at the last session of the united Nations Conference on Trade and

Development (UNCTAD), will be strengthened by addressing all questions relating to

development and growth and will co-ordinate the action of the Organization itself

with the action of all bodies making up the united Nations system, for development

must not remain a challenge or a mere, albeit fervent, aspiration. It must become

a wish and a reality.
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The economic, monetary, trade and financial problems facing mankind as a whole

have never been so great and never before have so many people, with the world

population explosion, aspired to a better life.

Never have the differences between the communities of our world and within

these communities been so shocking and inadmissible as they are today.

Perhaps there is no instant cure or magic solution for the present tragedy of

the current rapidly worsening imbalance between the overfed minority of humanity,

living in superabundance and waste, on the one hand, and the majority, living in

malnutrition and deprivation, on the other hand. Moreover, one cannot remain

indifferent to the resources and sums of money expended on armaments when famine is

ravaging millions of people and threatening millions more.

These are the main concerns that Tunisia wishes to share with the

international community. There are others, more directly and more specifically

relevant to our country, such as the Western Sahara conflict, which constitutes a

major obstacle to the progress of the people of our region towards realizing their

aspirations to form a Maghreb community.

Such a formation is certainly in the nature of things, but it has become more

necessary than ever because of the close proximity of one of the world's greatest

economic groupings, are which embraces all the traditional economic partners of thE

countries of our region within the European economic communities.

This indicates how extremely urgent our crucial and vital need has become to

co-operate with this strong European entity because of the added power that we

would acauire from the formation of a Maghreb economic community based on the

planning of our industrial projects and on the smooth operation of our economic

structure.
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It explains the'importance we attach to seeing the obstacle of the western

Sahara problem removed once and for all, so th t ia our commun ty can develop and

assume the leading role that is expected of it, especially by Africa and the Arab

world.

We are particularly indebted to the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuel.lar, for his persevering and imaginative efforts to find a

solution to this thorny question. We consider that these worthy efforts are

justified by the importance of what is at stake. By resolving the crisis and

clearing the way for setting up a coherent and homogeneous Maghreb community, the

Secretary-General will have helped to introduce an element of equilibrium, of

political, economic and str ategic stabil ity, of co-operation and of prosper ity into

three regions of the world at present in deep distress: Africa, the Arab world and

the Medi terranean.

It is, nevertheless, a fact that the whole world - not to say the universe -

is confused and thr ea tened by a des tructive lack of order.

Never before has man been, thanks to scientific progress and the development

of prodig ious technolog i es, so power ful in the ma ter ial sense. Never be fore,

however, has he been so vulnerable and helpless, like the sorcerer's apprentice,

overwhelmed by the forces, energies, weapons and achievements of his own creation,

whose technologies he masters so well but which he uses so badly. For we know that

science wi thout conscience is soul-destroying.

It is, however, striking that the future is every day becoming a more shared

future, in a world where pollution for some people generates sickness for others,

where war directly invol.ving some people may lead to death and desolation for

everyone else, but where the advancement, enrichment, and abundance of some people

have not, unfortunately, led to prosperity for all.

__________rIII
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Democra tic Republic have enjoyed a fruitfUl associa tion of co-opera tion in

Mr. HAMEED (Sri Lanka): Let me at the outset convey to the President th

To strik.e a personal note, it is now a decade since I first addressed the

it by the Creator.

shall turn that hope into reality and life will thus fUlly enjoy the values given

the General Assembly at its forty-second session. Sri Lanka and the German

A special word of gratitUde is due from us to the Foreign Minister of

warm and sincere felici ta tions of Sri Lanka on his assumption of the presidency of

responsibilities, so that we can join together in building a future that is no

irrepressible zest for life and hope.

With respect for human rights, and unfailingly inspired by the Charter, we

bilateral and international affairs, an association which has been further

slogan, we must all accept the comprehensiveness and interdependence of our

Th us, if we want peace, security and development to be more than a mere

had the opportunity to observe the vagaries of the international situation, both

Bangladesh, my friend and colleague from the South Asian Association for Regional

strengthened by exchanges of visits at a high level between our two countries

General Assembly as Foreign Minister of Sri Lanka. For the last 10 years I have

Co-operation (SAARC), for his outstanding contribution to the forty-first session

problems the General Assembly has, often by consensus, prescr ibed solutions based

settlemen t. This has not always been for want of solutions. For many of these

economic and poli tical. Many of the i terns I saw on the agenda in 1977 have elude.

'.
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on the principles and purposes of the Charter. Unfortunately, those prescriptions

have not been dispensed, nor have solutions been implemented. However, I will not

outline the reasons for this sad state of affairs. They are very well known.

Permi t me to look at the global economic situa tion. The 1980s are already

being character ized as the lost decade of development. The development process as

a whole stands disrupted. For many developing countries it is a tragic tale of

economic stagnation, with falling living standards and negative growth rates.

Adverse socio-economic consequences of these developments have led to social and

political unrest. The prospects for growth and development for many of us remain

increasingly unfavourable. If the developing countr ies are to break out of this

vicious circle, there has to be a revitalization of the development process. This

will be possible only in an international economic environment that is supportive

of such efforts.

The assessment of the world economy which emerges from the WOrld Economic

Survey 1987 is clear. World economic growth, as the survey points out, is weak and

fragile, and the prevailing uncertainties point downwards. It is equally clear

that if the negative influences are not reversed in time, they could move the world

economy closer to a global recession. Therefore, the urgent imperative is for the

launching of policies and measures towards the stimulation of world economic

growth. This has to be accompanied by an effective reinvigoration of development

and trade on the basis of international economic co-operation.

The present modest economic recovery in the industr ialized countr ies has

slowed down fur ther in the last two years. The macro-economic and deflationary

policies pursued by them in recent years are responsible for this underlying

situa tion. They have had only negative consequences for the third world, as they

have precipitated protectionist policies, restrictive trade measures and a decline

in third world exports.
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The situation relating to commodities is critical and prices have slumped

since 1980 to their lowest levels in the last 50 years. What is rore, there arl

little signs of an improvement. Several developing countries, such as Sri Lank. ,

which face huge losses in export earnings as a result of falling commodity pricl

and the deter iora tion in the terms of trade, find their development efforts

seriously disturbed.

There is, however, a silver lining to the present gloomy situation and tha is

the increasing realization by the major market-economy countries of the need fo:

greater co-ordination of their macro-economic policies and recognition of the

interlinkages of issues of commodities, trade, monetary and financial policies.

This awareness must be seized and broadened and deepened. The notion of

interdependence will have to be transformed into a global and co-ordinated appr. :'lch

reinforced by concrete policies and actions.

It is heartening, therefore, that recent developnents have recognized the eed

to address common concerns in a mutually beneficial way on the bl'sis of

international economic co-operation. At Punta del Este in September last year

Ministers from developed and developing countries alike adopted a bold and

ambitious agenda in launching the Uruguay round of multilateral trade

negotiations. That was aimed at a greater liberalization of world trade and th

strengthening of the international trading system. Again, as recently as July his

year, in Geneva, the Seven th Uni ted Na tions Conference on Trade and

Development (UNCTAD) adopted by consensus the Final Act of that Conferenc~. Th t

decision represents a political commitment by the international community to wo k

towards the revitalization of development, growth and international trade throu h

mul tila ter al co-opera tion. I t remains for the in terna tional community collect! el.y
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to honour commi tInen ts tha t have been under tak en and to implemen t them fai thf ully

and effectively.

Before turning to the international political and security situation I should

like to refer briefly to the current situation in Sri Lanka. Last year I detailed

the efforts of President Jayewardene to resist a threat to impose a separate State

unacceptable to the vast majority of the people in Sri Lanka. I also detailed the

endeavours of the Government to reach a negotiated political settlement with the

Tamil community to redress their grievances. Today I am able to state that a new

si tuation has been brought into existence by the signing of the India-Sr i Lanka

accord in July this year. The wisdom and statesmanship that led to that accord

have been widely acclaimed both within and outside the Assembly. Today, terrorism

is virtually at an end, with only some sporadic in-fighting between rival terrorist

groups which have not yet surrendered all their weapons. Negotiations have been

almost completed on the question of the devolution of political and administrative

functions to the provincial councils. There will be an interim administration for

the Northern and Eastern Provinces pending the transfer of responsibilities to an

elected provincial council. A referendum will take place a year thereafter to.

ascertain the wishes of the people of the Eastern Province on the question of a

merger with the Northern province. We are hopeful that violent divisive and

separatist tendencies in the Northern and Eastern Provinces will give way to the

democratic process which has nourished Sri Lanka's political life for over half a

cen tury.

The year 1987 was designated by the united Nations General Assembly the

In terna tional Year of Sh el ter for the Homeless on a proposal made by the

Prime Minister of Sri Lanka in this Assembly in 1982. As a consequence we have

witnessed impressive programmes of national and inter,national act.ivities to focus
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attention on the problem of adequate housing and to formulate enduring solutions

aimed at satisfying a basic need. On 12 OCtober the Assembly will devote two

plenary meetings to the observance of the In ternation'al Year of Shel ter for the

Homeless.

We see hopeful signs in the international political situation. We welcome :he

proposed summit meeting be tween the leaders of the Uni ted States and the Sovie t

Union. The agreement in principle to dismantle intermediate-range nuclear forcE I

signals the removal of an entire class of weapons of a particular range from thf

arsenals of the major military Powers. The threat of global extinction has not ly

any means been removed, or even sUbstantially reduced. Yet agreement is in the

course of being reached on intermediate-range nuclear forces and its positive

impact on the international scene make this perhaps the most significant step ol

the century in disarmament initiatives.

Despite the easing of tension in many sensitive areas, much more remains t< be

achieved before we can enjoy the fruits of lasting peace and security. The

horrific destructive power of nuclear weapons must itself be destroyed and a

genuine process of disarmament under adequate verification must be set in motiol

The nexus between disarmament and developnent was explored barely a fortnight a, :l

by an In terna tional Conference held under the aeg is of the Uni ted Na tions. The

Conference reached the clear conclusion that disarmament and development are th

two pillars on which enduring international peace and security can be built and

that an arms race and a more sustainable world order are not compatible. There is

no denying the complexity of the issues involved, but the high-level poli tical

participation in the International Conference was indicative of our collective

willingness to address those complexi ties and to find solutions through

multilateral co-operation.
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Next year we sha11 ga ther in New York again for the third special session of

the General Assembly on di.sarmament. That session must not slide back from the

achievements of the first special session on disarmament.

Sr i Lanka had the honour and pr ivilege of introducing in the Assembly in 1977,

on behalf of the Non-A~i9ned Movement, the resolution calling for the convening of

the first special sess ion of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament.
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The rationale of special sessions of the General Assembly on disarmament is that

the imperative of disarmament affects, not only the nuclear-weapon States and those

who have military muscle, but all nations.

Nuclear disaster would make no distinction between those who can use these

weapons, those who possess them, and those like us who do not fall into either

category. The joint acceptance by the leaders of the United states and the Soviet

union of the fact that a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought, needs

now to be translated into further reductions and the elimination of nuclear weapons

beyond the intermediate nuclear forces. As an interim measure, negotiations for a

comprehensive nuclear test ban should be conducted not only bilaterally but

multilaterally as well. The Conference on Disarmament can be brought into service

to negotiate the necessary agreements. This multilateral negotiating body has

demonstrated its capacity in its efforts this year to complete a draft convention

on chemical weapons.

Few ages have faced such frightening challenges. To retreat from the nuclear

race reauires greater courage than to persist in a contest to exhibit military

superiority. To extend this rivalry and to put weapons in outer space is to thwart

the powerful development potential of the last frontier of mankind. sri Lanka

hopes to continue with other nations its efforts to reach consensus on a resolution

that would help to prevent an arms race and to promote peaceful co-operation in

outer space in the interest of all humanity.

Another initiative in disarmament and international security in which Sri

Lanka has been engaged is the implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean

\
as a Zone of Peace. We have offered to host one of the Ad Hoc Committee meetings

in Colombo next year. This meeting is of course to be distinguished from the

Colombo Conference on the Indian Ocean, which is now scheduled to take place by

1990.
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There is another area of marine activity, economic in character, in which Sri

Lanka has taken an initiative. I am happy to state that early this year, we hosted

in Colombo the Ministerial Meeting on Indian Ocean Marine Affairs Co-operation.

The Conference formulated a long-term programme of co-operation and a plan of

action to provide a basis for concrete co-operative action among the Indian Ocean

States. The Ministerial Meeting also set up the 17-nation Indian Ocean Marine

Affairs Standing Committee, which held its first meeting immediately after the

Ministerial Conference. The second meeting of the standing Committee was concluded

successfully early this month in Colombo.

We derive considerable satisfaction from the progress achieved so far by the

South Asian Association for Regional Co-operation (SAARC) for promoting regional

co-operation. The agreement reached in identifying terrorist offences for the

purpose of extradition is indeed a significant breakthrough. The Bangalore Summit

Declaration recognized the importance of the principle that each member State of

SAARC should not permit the USe of its territory for terroristic activities by

terrorist groups against another member State. The last Ministerial Meeting held

in New Delhi mandated a group of legal experts from SAARC countries to draft a

regional conventiOn on terrorism. I am happy to state that the group of legal

experts who met in Sri Lanka this month have formulated a draft convention on

terrorism which will now come up for consideration before the Council of Ministers

in Kathmandu, early in November this year.

A call has been made for an international conference to seek a just and

lasting solution to the problems of the Middle East. The fate of an entire people,

the Palestinians, continues to be in jeopardy. It is our view that until Israel

withdraws from Palestine and other Arab territories it occupies, and until the

rights of the Palestinians are restored, no lasting settlement to the cluster of
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non-aligned countries, Iran and Iraq, have deteriorated into a wasteful war, which

exacts a terrible toll on their peoples. Regional stability has been affected and

In the adjacent Gulf region, relations between two fellow members of the

permit the sovereign exercise by the Government of its authority over all its

can only be complicated further by unwarranted foreign intervention. The Guatemala

The Central American region presents no less a tangled web of issues, which

leading to the visit by the Secretary-General of the united Nations to the area,

The plight of the people of Lebanon has become a part of the Middle East

Accord, a regional initiative, offers a blueprint for the construction of a solid

auestion. Sri Lanka calls for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Lebanon to

indispensable in the negotiations for a durable settlement. The Arab Peace Plan

issues known as question of the Middle East can be achieved. sri Lanka will

adopted in Fez in 1982 continues to be relevant in this regard.

edifice of peace. We hope that the initiative will lead to stable relationships

leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization, whose participation is

AW/SM

continue to support the just struggle of the people of Palestine under the

among the countries concerned on the basis of sovereign equality, mutual respect,

international community must appreciate the wishes of the Governments of this

and the peaceful coexistence of differing political and economic systems. The

region and respect their desire to develop their societies politically and

economically in accordance with the aspirations of their peoples.
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Closer home, the situation in South-East Asia has been adversely affected by

developments in Kampuchea. South-West Asia likewise has been affected by.

developments in Afghanistan. In both situations, Sri Lanka has consistently called

for the withdrawal of foreign troops and affirmed the right of the peoples in the

respective countries to resolve their problems and determine their political

destiny without outside interference, pressures, subversion or coercion.
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Sri Lanka supports the desire of the Korean people to reunify their homeland

peacefully, through direct dialogue, without foreign interference and in conformity

wi th the pr inciples of the Nor th-Sou th Sta tement of 4 July 1972.

Foreign troops have occupied a portion of the Republic of Cyprus, bringing

about a de facto division of the island and exacerba ting the in ternal issues·

concerning the relationship between the two co1lll11un i ties in the Republic. Sri Lank"

fully supports the call of the Heads of State of the Non-Aligned Movement for the

immediate withdrawal of all occupation forces as an essential basis for the

solution of the Cyprus problem.

The situation in South Africa offers a curious mix of the best and the worst

in human endeavour. Racial bigotry that has been cynically institutionalized and

piously justified in the system of apartheid displays the worst in man. What

inspires us in this otherwise bleak situation is the spirit and determination of

the majority people of South Africa to resist oppression, to endure suffering and

overcome subjugation. Repression has only strengthened their resistance and

reinforced their drive for freedom and majority rule. Comprehensive mandatory

sanctions are in terna tionally accepted as the mos t effective means to dismantle tl1

ugly system of apar theid. Sr i Lanka reiterates the call for the release of

Nelson Mandela and others so that they can be brought into the mainstream of

political life.

Apartheid has also kept Namibia captive. What is particularly tragic is tha

in this si tuation too the in terna tional consensus that would bring independence fl r

Namibia - Security Council resolution 435 (1978) - has not been implemented. Sou h

Africa's strategy to bUy time has prevented freedom for Namibia. The obstacle to

Namibian independence remains South Africa's intransigence. The courageous

struggle of the people of Namibia, under the leadership of the South West Africa
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people's Organization (SWAPO) must reach its inevitable conclusion, and the

international community must hasten this process.

Beyond South Africa and Namibia, apartheid has spawned unbearable horrors on

the front-line States, such as the massacre of civilians in Mozambique earlier this

year. We strongly condemn these actions that seek to destabilize independent

countries through such cold-blooded acts of terrorism against innocent civilians.

Every year we gather here in New York to examine the international situation

and to consider what our collective wisdom has to offer in dealing wi th issues of

common concern to us. Pessimists may say that we are cataloguing failures of the

United Nations and indulging in rhetor ic. The measure of success or failure of the

United Nations will depend on what we, the Members of the United Nations, would

wish the Organization to be. For small non-aligned countries like Sri Lanka, the

moral authority of the United Nations and its Charter and the international

accountability it entails are important bulwarks of our security and independence.

Recent developments in some areas have augured well) if not decisively

bringing about solutions, at least offering in their wake promises for the future.

Patient efforts over a sustained period have had a beneficial cumulative effect,

usher ing in new hopes, nur tur ing fresh optimism and yielding new avenues to

overcome the failures of the past. These efforts must continue within the

framework of the United Nations if decisions are to command the confidence of the

in ter na tional commun i ty and to stand the tes t of time.

Mr. TINDEMANS (Belgium) (interpretation from French): Last week the

General Assembly unanimously elected Minister Florin to the presidency of its

forty-second session. I congratulate him warmly, especially since his diplomatic

experience is the best guarantee of the harmonious unfolding of our work. The

relations between his country and my own, which have been excellent for a long
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time, are undergoing a remarkable development. My delegation will be happy to

contr ibute, within its means, to the full success of his difficult task.

I should also like to thank his predecessor, Minister Choudhury, who guided

the work of the forty-first session with exemplary efficiency.

I wish also to pay a particular tribute to the secretary-General, to his

professional qualities, his diplomatic talents and relentless dedication. His

efforts to resolve in terna tional problems, in par ticular the conflict in the Gulf,

deserve our support and gratitude. In his report to the General Assembly, the

Secretary-General affirms his conviction and hope that there will be improved

multilateral co-operation, facilitated by a new vision and the necessary pragmatism

on the part of Member States. I fully share these conclusions.

As in previous years, I wish to make a plea for true universality of the

united Nations system. I cannot, therefore, fail to mention the question of the

Korean peninsula. I should like to reiterate that Belgium is in favour of the

admiss ion of bo th Kor eas to the Uni ted Na tions, and in this con text, my coun try

exgresses the hope for a positive conclusion of direct dialogue between both

parties.

In his capacity as current President of the Council of Ministers of the

European Community, my Danish colleague, Mr. Ellemann-Jensen, has eloquently

presented from this rostru~ the way in which the 12 member States of the European

Community approach the international questions on our agenda. I wish to thank him

warmlYJ and I hasten to stress that Belgium closely associates itself with the

statement he made.

I should like to focus my remarks on a theme which is partiCUlarly dear to me

namely, the human dimension of international relations.

-
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Two years ago we solemnly .celebra ted the fortieth anniversary of our

Organization. It gave us an opportunity to reflect on the purposes of the United

Nations, as inscribed in the Charter, and to evaluate their implementation in all

fields. possibly the picture we drew then of the world situation was not an

encourag ing one, bu t all Member Sta tes did, never theless, renew on tha t occasion

the pledge they had made when adher ing to the Charter.

It was indeed a pledge, a profession of fai the The peoples of the Uni ted

Nations have declared in the Preamble of the Charter their determination:

"to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of

the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large

and small".

The Preamble, which contains the entire philosophy of the United Nations,

speaks of social progress, tolerance, common interest, justice and peace: the

consti tu en t elemen ts of a univer sal faith.
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We made this pledge wi th conviction, some in 1945 and others as they gradually

attained independence. Belgium, for its part, enthusiastically joined the founding

Memers of the "Uni ted Nations for a better world" as early as at the San Fr ancisco

Conference.

In past centuries my country had the sad privilege of being the battlefield of

European Powers. Successive foreign occupations have fashioned the personality and

way of life of the Belgians: we are deeply attached to freedom and democracy; we

loathe war; our common sense~ our spirit of tolerance and conciliation are such

that our adherence to the Preamble of the Charter is today as in 1945, marked by

fervour and great sincerity. Nobody has expressed those feelings better than my

illustrious predecessor Paul-Renri Spaak, who presided over the first session of

the Gener al Assembly.

But reality falls considerably short of pledges. The United Nations may

indeed have prevented the outbreak of a third world war. None the less, numerous

wars or conflicts continue to plunge families into mourning; millions of

individuals suffer from malnutri tion and lack of basic health care; fundamental

freedoms are flouted in many States Members of our Organization; economic

imalances are not bein9 reduced; and the totalitarianism of some and the

fanaticism of other s have swollen- the flows of refugees, who are unprov ided for an

often unwelcome·.

Hence public opinion is asking some questions and wants to know how the UnitE

Nations is endeavouring to implement the credo of San Francisco. Young people~ wt l

are the dr iving force of the better wor Id we all await, are anxious and res tless.

They realize with bitterness that international relations are not founded primari:

on respect for the individual but are essentially inspired by exacerbated

ideological considerations, fanaticism and State selfishness, which have little
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concern for individual and family welfare. In these conditions it comes as no

surpr ise that a sometime sizeable segment of public opinion turns its back on the

Un i ted Na Hons.

Two years ago we embarked together upon collective self-examination, but I

cannot shake off the impression that debates in the United Nations, in New York and

in Geneva, sometimes take on an unreal form and often disregard the human dimens ion

without which all multilateral co-operation is condemned to remain sterile.

My experience of international relations goes back far enough to keep my

optimism intact. This optimism is warranted, I sincerely believe, by a certain

nUmber of recent development.s on a few essential issues: East-West relations,

regional conflicts, world economic problems, and human rights. Allow me to dwell

upon some of them.

The Final Act of the Conference on Secur i ty and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE),

which I was honoured to sign on behalf of my coun try in 1975, is, in so far as it

concerns East-West relations, a balanced achievement that tries to overcome the

divisions built on the ruins of the last war in Europe. As the emanation of the

will of 35 States to foster and develop in mutual respect and tolerance a Europe

free from violent conflicts, the Final Act of Helsinki also embodies the hopes for

peace of mank ind as a whole, since it. is tr ue, without a doubt, that a European war

would ineVitably lead to world tragedy. The Final Act demonstrates our common will

to proceed in a particular direction - towards harmonious relations between

States. It shows also that for my country and its partners it is essential that in

the field of human rights, as .in humanitarian matters, the idea must prevail that

States exist to serve their citizens, not the other way round.

For us, the human dimension is the essence of .relations in Europe. True to

its long-standing tradition of s~ruggle in the name of human liberty, from the
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The Vienna meeting, which opened on 4 November 1986, gave Belgium the

Belgium's action in the drafting of the Final Act and, later, in the implementation

supplanted by the concept of man as servant of regulations. That is what guided

The basic principle that laws must be made for man is too often forgotten and

The debates at meetings in Belgrade, Madrid and Vienna have demonstrated that

the implementation of the provisions of the Final Act in the field of human rights

Certainly there has been some progress, but it is insufficient, as is clear from the

ahd human contacts has not as yet fully lived up to the hopes of the signatories.

Final Act there were appropriate co1lU1\itments ensuring the improvement of the

beg inn ing of CBCE Belg iwn did every th ing to ens ure tha t in wha t became the Hels inki

BG/17

lpportunity to make its views known and to take appro~ria te initia tives. In this

Jpirit, Belgium, in agreement with its partners and allies, prepared a proposal the

concept and eventual implementation of which should lead to oonsiderable

improvement in respect for human rights among all 35 Sta tes members of the

Conference on Security and Co~peration in Europe. That proposal is based on the

actual text of the Final Act. It envisages a system of information and

representations to Governments in which the individual, as such, has a role to

play. Furthermore, it proposes the convening of bilateral meetings to consider

litigious cases and a notification procedure for cases or particularly difficult

situations. It also offers the possibility for all States to ask for and obtain

special meetings of the Thirty-five to discuss and resolve situations or specific

cases.

This sys tem is completed by the convening of meetings and conferences on the

human dimension of CSCE, which will evaluate the implementation of the system,

s
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assesS the circumstances and possibly recommend new measures. This text

constitutes a logical and coherent set of proposals, the driving force for

progressive action.

In the chapter on the "Third Basket", the Final Act, in addi tion to the

general provisions on "principles", also went into specific themes of fundamental

and immediate interest for the free and entire fulfilment of the human being:

human contacts, information, cul ture and educa tion.

At the meeting in Vienna, Belgium was also very active in those fields. It

submitted proposals pertaining, inter alia, to the right of the citizen to be aware

of his rights, a ban on arbitrary arrests, and the rights of national minorities.

In the same spirit Belgium has shown its desire to foster progress in matters of

freedom of religion, thought, conscience and conviction, freedom of information and

working condi tions for journalists. proposals such as those should, in our

opinion, be supported unanimously by all signatory States.

Belgium has also contributed to proposals aimed at improving economic

co-operation among participating States while at the same time stressing the part

that the individual can and mllSt play in such relations, which also contribute to

his personal fulfilment.

Finally, in conformity with its traditions, Belgium has also used the

framework of the Conference on security and Co-operation in Europe to foster new

progress in the fields of confidence-building measures and conventional armaments

balance. I shall elaborate later on this subject, in which the human element is

predominant.
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In dealing with these important issues of security, disarmament and arms

limitation I shall restrict myself to a few points of priority interest to my

country since the essence of our views has already been stated by my Danish

colleague, Mr. Ellemann-Jensen, on behalf of the Twelve.

The first point that must be made is that the international context and

Climate are more relaxed than before. We have witnessed over the past few months a

series of developments that are unquestionably positive in terms of both East-West

relations and disarmament and arms limitation. The odds in favour of meaningful

agreements ~re better than at any other time in recent history. This is the case

in particular with regard to intermediate-range nuclear missiles, as shown by the

developments of last week. It is true also in respect of the question of a total,

comprehensive ban on chemical weapons.

The agreement in principle on the global elimination of intermediate-range

nuclear missiles reached in Washington by the united States and the USSR has

historic import, as was rightly pointed out by one of the protagonists. It will,

indeed, be the first time that negotiations will have led not merely to the

beginning of a reduction of nuclear weapons but also to the effectively supervised

elimination of an entire category of such weapons.

Belgium and its allies have done everything possible in the efforts to arrive

at this agreement. Since it is directly affected by the question of

intermediate-range missiles, my country has a particular interest in it.

An agreement of this kind is clearly to be sought on its own merits, given its

importance in both the European and the global context. Without seeking to

establish a direct link, the agreement on intermediate-range missiles augurs well

for speedy and positive result in strategic arms reduction talks. Like its

partners, Belgium favours a 50 per cent reduction in the strategic capacity of both
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super-Powers, so long as this is carried out in conditions that maintain balance

and stability.

In this context, the problem of the use of space for military purposes clearly

remains. We do not think that the possibliity of including a defensive element in

the strategic balance should be ruled out a priori. The essential point is to

retain what we have already achieved: the anti-ballistic missile Treaty. Clearly

this reauires a common interpretation and a readiness to envisage to the future, if

need be, on the basis of a mutually agreed transitional regime. Here too, we

should guarantee stability at the lowest possible level of forces.

In agreement on intermediate-range nuclear missiles would have a considerable

impact on the overall handling of arms limitation and disarmament questions,

especially if it could be followed by a strategic arms reduction treaty. A

SUbstantial reduction in the nuclear arsenals of the super-Powers leads inevitably

to auestions about the balance of conventional forces.

It is certainly possible to dream of a nuclear-free world, but we should begin

in a more realistic way by creating simply a less nuclear world, on the

understanding that, for Europe at any rate, any progress in this field must be

through a balanced reduction in the level of conventional fo;ces.

For this reason, my country looks forward to the beginning next year of new

negotiations on conventional stability at a reduced level of forces in Europe as a

whole.

Reverting to nuclear issues, the question of a test ban must not be seen as a

goal in its own right but rather in the overall context of nuclear disarmament.

Belgium believes that realism and a gradual approach are required.

At the last session of the General Assembly, I suggested that, while

conducting negotiations on a total halt to nuclear testing, the nuclear Powers, in

the first place the two super-Powers, should agree to systematic prior notification , /;
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of all tests and to an exchange of technical data which would make possib~e

progress towards a solution of the remaining problelmwith regard to verification.

It would be useful to couple such exchanges of information with the gradual

implementation of a system of verification which, having been tested during nuclear

tests, could ultimately ensure reliable ver ification of a general and cot:!t>lete test

ban.

The most recent round of talks between the United States and the Soviet onion,

in washington, confirms that their differences of opinio,n have narrowed.

Negotiations are soon to begin. The advantages of a gradual approach now seem to

be recognized, and we welcome this.

Another pr iodty for Belgium is the speedy conclusio,n of a convention on the

total prohibition of chemical weapons. The urgent need for such an agreement was

unhappily underlined once again this year by the use Ofthes<Et h,orrifying weapons in

the Iraq-Iran war. For the first time in that conflict, civilian populations were

the victims. Belgium notes with satiSfaction the progress mode on this subject in

the Conference on Disarmament, thanks to the positive attitude of all the countries

concerned. The acceptance by the Soviet Union, after that of several other

countries, of the principle of challenge inspections made it possible to eliminate

a major obstacle. ~e may thus hope that the Conference on DisarNlHnt ..,i118,oon

succeed in formulating a coherent set of measures to prevent violations by making

them detectable.

In our opinion the international verification organhation will be the

cornerstone of a system of ver ification of che1ltical disarmament. It shoUld be

enabled to begin its work as soon as possible after the entry into force of the

convent ion. I announoed dur ing my statement a t the Con ference, and I am plea sed to

repeat here, that my country would consider fa'.1ourably acting as host to that
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international organization should the Conference request it to do so. In that way

my country, the first on whose soil these terrible weapons were used, more than

70 years ago, would place itself at the service of the international community and

all mankind in order to contribute to the total elimination of these inhuman

weapons.

Our delegation, together with its partners, will redouble its efforts to

attain its goal of eliminating chemical weapons as quickly as possible, and appeals

to all the other participants to help to resolve the problems, the technical

aspects and complexity of which I do not underestimate.

Although questions of disarmament and arms limitation are global in nature, I

have tried to show that our approach, both world-wide and in Europe, is one and

indivisible.

The International Conference on the Relationship between Disarmament and

Development concluded its work with the adoption of a final document. Belgium

welcomes that positive outcome of a Conference that was called upon to ana1yze for

the first time the complexity of the link that might be established between those

two concepts that dominate international relations.

Por Belgium, both two concepts have their own purposes and logic, and should

not be considered as mutually dependent. The link that might be established does

not have an exclusively financial dimension. Realism compels us to take into

account also the right to security, which is essential for the fulfilment of the

aspirations of mankind. Security needs should, however, be evaluated as

objectively as possible.
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Without a doubt, underdevelopment is not only a severe threat to the security

of States but also an impediment to the thriving of individuals and societies.

Hence solutions to such a serious problem must be found world-w~e. In this search,

for solutions, it is not advisable, in my view, that we should try to draw a

distinction in the world between the guilty and the innocent parties. Belgium

insists on allowing an open-minded, scientific and realistic spirit to prevaiL

Numerous regions in the world are badly shaken by bitter conflicts some of

which have lasted for 40 years.

In the Middle East, sUffering and violence are daily realities. The parties

concerned, opposed to one another for far too long, are unable to apply in their

relations the principles and purposes of the Charter. Civilian populations are the

first victims of this situation.

However, the idea of an international conference on the Middle East has made

progress. My Danish colleague has voiced here the views and aspirations of the

12 Member States of the European Community in this regard. At the beginning of

this year I had the privilege to make, on behalf on the Twelve, a trip to the

countries most directly involved in the painful Middle East problem. On behalf of

my colleagues, I tried to bring positions closer to one another, while recalling

the necessary human dimension of a peaceful, just, global and durable settlement.

I thought I could detect goodwill on the side of my interlocutors. This made me

very happy and restored my hopes.

The large number of. victims of the Gulf war cannot leave us indifferent,

whatever the political, strategic and economic interests at stake. Let us,

however, leave it to the Security Council to try to humanize this conflict, and

then to resolve it. Its cruelty and inanity have shocked and outraged the

international community.
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While maintaining strict neutrality in the conflict between Iraq and Iran,

Belgium has decided to participate in a purely defensive operation of minesweeping

in order to ensure respect for the pr inciple of freedom of navigation in

international waters.

In southern Africa, positions are polarized to the detriment of the

populations involved. It is urgent to establish a genuine dialogue in South Africa

and to allow the Namibian people to exercise its right to self-determination.

In Central America, rays of hope are appearing. With all my heart I call for

an agreement between the countries in the region, based on co-operation, tolerance,

non-interference, democracy and the humanization of· relations between States and

ootween individuals. I shall not restate the European Community's wish to make a

contribution to this effecti my Danish colleague dwelled on it yesterday in his

statement on behalf of the Twelve.

Finally, in Asia, the Afghan and Cambodian peoples are still unable to

determine freely and sovereignly their destiny, and this in spite of repeated

ap~als by the overwhelming majority of Members of our Organization. The Afghan

refugees, whose fate I have witnessed during a recent visit, ~eserve, in our

opinion, more attention from the international community.

When we consider these various conflicts and their consequences, it is not

surprising that numerous men and women in the world should ask: What meaning do we

give to the obligations Governments have accepted under the Charter? What does the

goodwill we proclaim in all circumstances stand for? Why are we sometimes brought

to tranple underfoot the pr inciples of international law though we have reaffirmed

them in many resolutions and statements of our Assembly? Mankind needs peace,

security, justice and economic and social progress to survive. We need finally to

have Our deeds match our words.
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In the economic field, the interdependence of nations has become the leading

issue of our debates, and I welcome this. I note, however, th$t the North-South

dialogue is not making progress, that more and more countries have a tendency to

withdraw within themselves, or even to wage bitter economic wars. Markets are

closing, monetary relations remain unstable, export earnings of developing

countries are decreasing, foreign indebtedness rises. The standard of living of

populations remains a constant preoccupation. How can we in these conditions

preserve human dignity?

World economic recovery is still too slow and uncertain. But it is the urgent

duty of us all to co-operate, in solidarity, in creating the necessary conditions

for a resumption of genuine growth of the world economy, which would benefit in a

fair and balanced way both the industrialized and the developing countries. Like

other speakers before me, I welcome the consensus which was reached last July in

adopting the Final Act of UNCTAD VII. This consensus, remarkable in itself, augurs

well for the outcome of the multilateral trade negotiations in the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

These expressions of international solidarity are all too rareJ that is why I

should like to express my real satisfaction on this occasion. Indeed, it is commor

knowledge that there is very often a direct link between economic stability and

peace. Together they form the basis for the advancement of the human person,

something to which we have committed ourselves when adhering to the Charter.

I have tried to put the emphasis on the human dimension in international

relations. No one will be surprised therefore if I now also touch upon the

problems of terrorism, drugs and AIDS - acquired immune deficiency syndrome. In

spite of their fundamental differences, each of these problems is directly related

to the preservation of the physical integrity and the life of human beings. I
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mention them as instances where international co-operation aimed at the individual

must be strengthened urgently, in conformity with the respective fields of

competences of the institutions of the United Nations system and leaving aside any

narrow political considerations.

The human rights situation around the world is far from satisfactory. Much

remains to be done. Belgium acknowledges the unity and interrelation of all human

rights - political and civil on the one handJ economic, social and cultural, on the

other.

My country has stressed the importance of the latter category of rights when

it voted in favour of the Declaration on the Right to Development (resolution

41/128), adopted by the Assembly last year. We cannot, however, accept

pre-conditions for the exercise of civil and political rights.

Belgium considers that respect for these universally recognized and accepted

rights is given to varying interpretations depending on geo-politica1 systems,

id~logies and cultural environments. For this reason, I stressed five years ago,

from this rostrum, the importance my country attaches to the promotion and

protection of human rights at the regional level.

In 1986 Belgium again became a member on the Commission on Ruman Rights, where

it is contributing to the fullest extent possible and with the utmost impartiality,

to the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The

Commission on Human Rights should be given the means fully to carry out its

mandate. Its action should not be hindered by extraneous considerations.

My Danish colleague presented the views of the Member States of the European

Community on reform of the procedures and structures of our Organization, following

General Assembly resolution 41/213.

In my view, the ultimate goal is to restore a climate of confidence between

the Organization and all its Members, so as to enable the united Nations to assume

I
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its mission with renewed efficiency, in keeping with the Charter's preamble. Let

us not forget, however, that such confidence presupposes the full support of our

countries' public opinions, media, non-governmental organizations, and all men and

women, above all, youth. Indeed, for the realization of their profound aspirations

young people rely more and more upon fair and dependable international co-operation

Man's happiness is indeed linked to the humanization of international

relations. My statement today has no other purpose than to recall this truth,

which is too often overlooked.
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Mr. SALoI~R (Paraguay) (interpretation from Spanish): At the outset of

my presentation to the General Assembly at its forty-second session, I should like

to convey our most respectful greetings to the President, Mr. Peter Florin,

representative of the German Democratic Republic, and to express our best wishes

for the successful conclusion of our work under his presidency, and the hope that

from this session there will emerge important resolutions that would effectively

ensure international peace and security.

We also extend our greetings to the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, whom we ask to accept our appreciation for his

tireless dedica tion to the Uni ted Na Hons goals of peace and development. This

Organization is for tunate to have him, not only as its most eminent official, but

also as a cl tizen of the world commi tted to achieving peace and development for all.

The Republic of Paraguay comes once again to this forum with the sincere

intention of supporting every ini tia Hve that could assure mankind of a day of

peace and full development. It does so in the firm belief that each Sta te Member

of this Organization, as a servant of international law, is convinced of the

importance of the existence of the United Nations and of its role of protagonist in

bringing about a time of peace and security for all.

In these circumstances, and considering the role the United Nations should

play in the world, we fail to understand the atti tudes of many countries - whe ther

they be super-Powers, permanent members of the Security Council or Members of this

Organization - attitudes that undermine, that sap their support and reduce the

level of their active participation, thus weakening the Organization's ability to

intervene in critical situations. This problem, already one of long standing - the

problem of the lack of a leading role for the united Nations in world conflicts -

is totally, the unwarranted. On the contrary, it demands of every country an

effective atti tude that could redound to the greater, the universal prestige of our
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organization and the effective application of our entire legal and moral power for

bringing about just solutions to conflicts that, at this very moment, beset

humanity.

When we review those critical events that have taken place since 1945, we are

obliged to say that, because of the aforementioned weakening of the role of the

United Nations as a leader, every country should see to it that the decisions taken

by the General Assembly, which are adopted to prevent or solve conflicts, are

brought into line with true justice and contain positive formulas - pragmatic and

fair formulas - capable of resolving crises by peacefUl means and achieving

effective peace through negotiation. Unilateral, partial decisions, or those that

do not embody the immutable principles of international justice, do the United

Nations system no good. By contrast, the adoption of decisions on the basis of

different criteria - criteria based on world harmony and strict respect for the

Charter - could prolOOte a more effective way for our Organization to become

involved.

The Government of Paraguay wishes to pay a special tr ibute to all bodies

wi thin the United Na tions sys tem, but in par ticular to the Uni ted Na tions

Development Progranune, whose activities are related to the progressive

accomplishment of all the vital projects that are being implemented in our

country. This type of United Nations assistance is not only effective for

developing countries like Paraguay, but also serves the ceaseless quest for a

better standard of life and progress for all nations.

The Republic of Paraguay is continuing to make strides in peace and

democracy. It has been doing so steadily since 1954, assuring justice and freedo:

for all our people. The nation is effectively gO'lerned by the rule of law, and

thus enables its citizens to develop further and perfect our delOOcratic

-
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institutions, guaranteeing a political life based on the widest possible

participation and a multi-party system.

The Government of the Constitutional President of the Republic of Paraguay,

General of the Army Alfredo Stroessner, is based on popular consent, freely

expressed in fa ir elections. It has the popular and democratic supper t of the

Colorado Party, a political organization which, on 11 September 19B7, commemorated

a hundred years of constitutional life in Paraguay.

Throughout its rich history, Paraguay has struggled and made sacrifices to

defend the immutable principles of international law. We seek to ensure constant

respect for the individual identity and the independence of all States and, in

strict reciprocity in our international conduct, we have called on other States

faithfully to observe the same principles, ne'ler, in any circumstances or in any

way whatsoever, accepting interference by other States in the domestic affairs of

Paraguay - affairs which are of concern to, and have to be dealt with, only by

Paraguayans.

We wish to bring to the attention of the General Assembly the spirit of

integra tion tha t has guided the reg ional policy of the Republic of Paraguay, a

policy based on peace and co-operation with our neighbours. This has made possible

the construction of the hydro-electric projects at Itaipu, under conditions of

equality of rights and duties, with the Federative Republic of Brazil - projects

that are already generating the electricity needed for the development of a vast

region. The same applies to the Yacyreta project involving ourselves and

Argentina. This project is in an advanced stage of construction.
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Both demonstrate the serious determination of the Government of Paraguay to make

progress. These, added to the facilities provided by our Atlantic neighbours, such

as the ports of Paranagua in Brazil, Nueva Palmira in Uruguay, Antofagasta in Chile

and Matarani in Peru constitute favourable indicators of our relations with

neighbouring sister nations. Our trade wi th Bolivia is expanding through the

Transchaco route, in harmony with the spirit of that same policy.

The report of the Secretary-General on the work of the Organization deserves

our fullest support. We know of the Secretary-Generalis unalterable determination

to find a solution to international problems. This report schematically summarizel

all the achievements in that difficult field, as well as the frustrations faced as

the result of a wide range of intervening factors that are beyond the control of

the highest-ranking official of the United Nations.

We highlight the work done by the secretary-General and subscribe to his

central, vital concepts, which lead the Organization towards fulfilment of the

purposes laid down by the founders of the United Nations, in a changing world bese

by adverse factors, so that peace may be made a tangible reality and fellowship

among nations may foster progress and efforts to achieve international justice.

We cannot fail to mention the sources of possible world conflicts that are 01

concern to the Republic of Paraguay and to all mank ind - for example, the conflict

in the Persian Gulf, which has reached such dangerous proportions that it could a'

any momen t lead to a more widespread war, wi th incalculable consequences. We

believe we speak for men and women throughout the world when we ask the United

Nations to make every possible effort to put an end to that hotbed, which has its

origin in the war between Iran and Iraq, compounded by a number of factors that

imperil world peace. We call upon the States involved in that conflict to accept

the decisions of the United Nations.
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The regrettable escalation of events in Latin America confronts us with

evidence of another source of conflicts whose outcome is unpredictable. In this

area of the world, there is intervention by two super-Powers with broad interests

in the region. The countr ies of the region that make up the Contadora Group and

~e Support Group have been working, with our encouragement, to hring about peace.

It is essential that peace be achieved and that all the countr ies of the rec}ion

refrain from adopting partisan posi tions. This applies particularly to those that

are acting in the service ofa super-Power, whether directly or indirectly. We

condemn such action on the bas is of the pr inciple of non-intervention.

The conflict in the Near East does not seem to be of concern to the world at

~e moment, possibly because the region has for so long suffered the absence of the

peace that is essential for nations, peoples and States. The Republi~ of Paraguay

has proclaimed in all forums, the need to ensure implementation of Security Council

resolution 242 (1967) in the search for effective solutions to the problems in this

high-risk area of conflict. We believe that the Palestinian people have the right

to a homeland, just as the State of Israel has the right to live in peace within

its boundaries.

The Government of the Republic of Paraguay has condemned, in this forum, the

intervention of a super-Power in Afghanistan, in a clear-cut demonstration of that

Power's lack of regard for international justice and the pr inciple of

non-interference in the internal affairs of other States. We take this opportunity

ro reiterate, on a universal basis, that the application of this principle, which

is central to our Charter and to human rights, is the sole guarantee of peace and

harmony among nations at differ ing economic and social levelS.

We are also concerned by Viet Nam I s intervention in Cambodia. That

intervention, which is dangerous from all points of view, generates the
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intervention in that co un try by a super-Power on the one hand and by another

country, also a permanent member of the Security Council, on the other.

The Republic of Korea has always worked for the peaceful reunification of the

two Koreas. Unfortunately, its efforts have not been crowned with success, for

reasons that cannot be attributed to that country, a defender of freedom. The

Republic of Korea, a law-abiding coun try that respects the international desire for

coexistence, has a legitimate desire to become a Member State of our Organization.

We support that legitimate desire of the Republic of Korea, which is in keeping

with the principle of universality of the united Nations and with an effective

international order, and believe that the possibility of the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea also being admitted should be kept open.

The problem of the Malvinas Islands has had a number of consequences, which

once again, demonstrate that disputes should be resolved by effective, pragmatic

negotiations. The Republic of Paraguay calls upon the two countries involved -

Argentina and the United Kingdom - with both of which we have ties of friendship,

to adopt this procedure so as to find an amicable, feUd taus solution to the

dispute over sovereignty, In this spirit, we advocate negotiations between the

parties.

We cannot help but voice our concern when we turn to the subject of

disarmament, a vi tal issue in the times in which we I ive. The arms race and the

business of purchasing and selling conventional and nuclear arms themselves

engender pressure and hostility and pave the way for armed conflict. Disarmament

is a necessity for all States, and that necessity becomes even greater when we

realize that many less developed countries that are in desperate straits because I f

the deterioration of the international economy are spending million of dollars on

arms of var iOU8 kinds. We live in peace and we believe in peace. In that spiri t
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we call upon all states to end the arms race, which is a shameful affront

consider ing the sad fact that thousands upon thousands of children are dying

because of starva tion and malnutri Hon.

The Republic of Paraguay, which won independence on 14 May 1811, values the

work on decolonization being done by the United Nations. We applaud this work

since we support the principle of the self-determination of peoples as long as

application of that principle is not linked wi th interests alien to the legitimate

interests of the peoples meant to win independence.

On the bas is of that posi Hon, we believe that the people of Namibia are

entitled to independence. Further the Republic of Paraguay supports in all forums

the principle of territorial integrity and the full sovereignty of peoples. We

should like, on the basis of non-intervention in internal affairs, to see the

withdrawal of foreign troops from the countries of Africa.

There is one scourge that horrifies all people the world over but none the

less continues to undermine the moral and legal order of our world. We refer to

terrorism, which afflicts various individual countries as well as the international

communi ty. The time has come to ask ourselves wha t has been done to cope wi th this

irrational, inhwnan monstrosity to ensure that it ceases to take innocent lives.

Terrorism cannot be legitimized in any circumstances. Countries that encourage

terror ism based on the fact that there may exist under lying causes that tr igger so

irrational a reaction must, even if some of those causes exist, change their views

in keeping with the dignity that must govern the system of relationships within the

international communi ty.

" !
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We cannot tolerate terrorism because it is unjustifiable that certain

territories should serve as training-camps for terrorists and still less that such

territories should be used as sanctuaries for terrorists.

The time has come to state categorically that the United Na tions has two

options: it can persuade all countries to condemn this irrational and inhuman

conduct and to work together to eliminate the hotbeds of terror ism. Otherwise, our

Organiza tion will lack credibility in these ma tters and will be irrevocably forced

to admit its inability to wipe out a practice that is a crime against mankind. But

this is not to say that the Uni ted Na tions should not continue to consider, with,
zeal and diligence, the elimination of the probable causes of this universal

scourge. Those causes, however, can never explain the criminal violation of the

r igh t to life of its innocen t victims.

The Republic of Paraguay supports the policy of the United Nations to end all

forms of discrimination against women. It has been many years since the law

enshrining the civil and political ~ights of Paraguayan women was promUlgated in

recognition of an established fact and of the active part women had played in our

national life.'

In a spirit of fairness we must also recognize that the North-South dialogue

has so far produced no results Whatsoever. The rich industrialized countries

continue to set incredibly low prices for the raw materials produced and exported

by the developing world. This ignoble policy is the root cause of many of the

problems of the developing world. The deterioration in the terms of trade leads b

the regrettable fact that many coun tr ies are unable to pay their debts and are not

in a position to reach the stage of full developnent they require in order for

their people to attain a life of dignity.
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Al though the Republic of Paraguay is not in the same position as other

fraternal countries with regard to external debt, we express our solidarity with

all those countries that are facing such a situation. This issue requires not only

financial and economic solutions, which are of prime importance but also political

solutions, because no coun try can resign itself to zero progress when there are

collective needs to be met in order to forestall situations that may endanger not

only the peace but the freedom of peoples in the developing countries.

Our Organization must identify itself fully with the legitimate requests

formulated by countries in the unfortunate position of being unable to repay their

debts. The rich industr ialized countr ies must take a stand, not out of selfish and

restrictive motives but in a common des ire to consolidate peace and democracy

through justice in the international economic arena.·

All attempts and programmes formulated to resolve this disturbing problem of

the burden of external debt in the world must inevitably be based on the

recognition of the exporting countries' inalienable right to receive really fa ir

prices for their raw mater ials expor ted to international markets.

In the face of the painful developments in economic relations between the

industrialized North and the developing South, the real needs of developing

countries have given rise to certain aspirations. We refer to economic and

technical co-operation between developing countr ies. The United Nations, in all

its forums, including the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

(UNCTAD), must use its prestige to back up this effort which is being promoted

throughout the world, for the most part through specialized organizations on the

regional level.

We must, finally, come to the conclusion that raising the standard of living

of the developing peoples is a moral duty on the part of our Organization and of

those countr ies that already enjoy high standards of living that enable them toDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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enjoy fully the many benefi ts that are unattainable in the developing coun tries.

In this context what is required is a carefully implemented effort to achieve a

better economic position for the raw-material-producing countries or for those

countries that are just beginning industrial development.

The Government of Paraguay is fully aware that there is an acute financial

crisis at the United Nations. The developed countries, for reasons the developing

countries cannot fully comprehend, have curtailed their contributions to our

Organization, thus decreasing the total amount of moneys available. This financial

crisis has an effective political dimension, since, in the short term, our

Organization will have to make cuts throughout its system, cuts that will adversel~

affect programmes currently being implemented throughout the developing world.

This will obviously have an adverse effect on the scope of the activities of our

Organ iza tion and wor k to its de tr imen t •

We are fUlly aware, moreover, of economic stagnation and recession. We

understand the scope of those problems, which are causing serious difficul ties to

the super-Powers in the commercial sphere and affecting the balance of payments.

Nevertheless, the times in which we live compel the United Nations to depend on tb,

contributions it needs for it to do its work throughout the world, contributions.

that must come from those industrialized countries fortunate enough to enjoy wealt

and development.

The problem of Lebanon mer its a special place in my statement. It can be

considered to be included in the aforementioned serious conflict in the Middle

East. However, in view of the condi tions now prevailing, conditions which, if the

were to persist, could spawn new and tragic developments, we feel that we must gh

it special consideration.

The pr inciples of the self-determination of peoples and the terri.tor lal

integrity of States have been set aside in Lebanon by the reign of irrational

-
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violence and have been replaced by poli tical in tr ansigence and the polar ha tion of

the confl icting par ties. Par aguay holds unswervingly to the need for a peaceful

settlement of disputes. It joins the concert of countries demanding this in order

ro ensure the existence and integrity of Lebanon on the basis of legal equality and

peaceful coexistence among its citizens, to whatever ethnic group they belong.

As for the question of Cypr us, the Republic of Paraguay is hopeful that that

problem, which is long standing in the united Nations, can find a just and balanced

solution through negotiations, avoiding violent confrontation and any violation of

international law. We hope that united Nations intervention may lead to just

solutions that take into consideration the rights of the countries concerned in the

conflict.

If all practical instruments to reach a happy conclusion in the current

situation are not brought into play, the problem of Cyprus could well become yet

another of the unending crises in today's world, which is truly and wholly

interdependent. Armed conflict in one part of the world is not limited to that

region but can have unpredictable repercussions and ramifica tions throughout the

rest of the wor ld.

The developing world has immense prospects in the new Law of the Sea. The

Republic of Paraguay, as a developing landlocked country, firmly believes that that

instrument, which has been given the world to redress irritating and dangerous

injustices, represents a new step forward by mankind in its painstaking quest for a

better distribution of the world's wealth amongst nations. On the basis of that

belief, Paraguay has ratified the united Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea

and will suppor t that process, which redounds to the pres tige of the Organ ization

and which may, in the future, be a source of truly lasting sa tisfaction.
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The Republic of Paraguay has co-operated and will continue to co-operate with

our Organization's Commission on Human Rights. In the course of that co-operation

it welcomed the visit of an independent advisor in 1986, who travelled throughout

our country and became fully aware of the actual situation in Paraguay. Thatsame

person, in pursuance of his work, which Paraguay continues to welcome, will visit

our country again before the end of 1987.
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This is a demonstratlon of Paraguay's co-operation with the United Nations, which

is dedicated to the promotion of human rights. Our Government responds immediately

to all inquiries received from United Nations organs dealing with human rights, on

the under standing that with the co-oper a tion of Member co un tr ies these organs will

intensify their work to the benefit of our Organization.

We warmly support the loyal co-operation of the United Nations with the

Organization of American States and the Latin American Economic System. We value

such co-operation and we see it as having a positive and realistic significance in

the interdependent world we live in - a world whose problems always require global

solutions. These assertions are valid in the political sphere, but their validity

is eI1en more apparent in the economic field.

My Government enthusiastically supports the proposal put forward in this

universal forum by the Republic of Brazil for the declaration and establishment of

a zone of peace and co-operation in the South Atlantic. This valuable initiative

for world peace and for free and progressive interplay in the South American

continent deserves the attention of all international organizations which must work

out specific programmes for this vital area of the world, in the arduous tasks of

achieving peace with justice, equal opportunity and economic growth for everyone

wi thou t exception.

We can state with absolute certainty that men and women the world over look to

the United Nations and its task with faith and confidence. They are at the very

core of the efforts we make here on behalf of peace and progress for mankind. and

they place their trust in our Organization and in the spirit of those who convene

here to represent their Governments in order to foster the ideals and commitments

of the founders and ensure for all the inhabi tants of the globe the bless ings of

peace and the establishment of justice in international relations.

, .
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We bear witness to our sharing this noble spirit and to our commitment that e

shall work united in order to achieve these objectives and ideals, without which

life would have no meaning, and to ensure a future free of storm clouds obscurin~

mankind's vision.

We must freely shoulder our responsibility to bequeath to our children and I Jr

children's children the happy world future generations will expect - a world

without discrimination, without error, without injustice that engenders

exasperation and dejection, and a creati'le atmosphere wi th joy, peace and moral

fulfilment.

The PRESIDENT: We have one more speaker on the list and two delegatic s

have indicated their wish to speak in exercise of the right of reply. I must dt W

attention to the fact that the right of reply may be exercised on a specific

subject, but the delegations concerned may wish to consider the possibility of

replying in greater detail when they make their main statements later. I men tic l

this merely because of the lateness of the hour. It is for the delegations to

choose and if either of them would rather reply during the main statement it

intends to make it can so indicate to me. Otherwise I shall be happy to call u )n

them tonight.

Mr. PINHEIRO (Por tugal) (spoke in Por tuguese, Engl ish text fur nished y

the delegation): First of all, allow me to congratulate the President on his

election to such an eminen t post. We are cer ta in that his well-known mer its wi I

be a decisive contribution to the success of the work of this forty-second sess on

of the General Assembly.

Likewise, I should like to pay tr ibute to the outgoing President,

Mr. Rasheed Choudhury, for the competent manner in which he carried out the dui .es

of the presidency.
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I pleasure to address this Assembly as FOreign Minister of a Government which, under

~e leadership of Professor Cavaco Silva, was able to find for portugal a balance

beNeen political stability and economic and social development and the fulfilment

of ilie ideals of freedom, democracy and solidarity.

These have been, after all, impor tant goals of the United Na tions ever since

its creation 40 years ago, and they have become a constant source of inspiration to

Governments and men of good will.

The United Na tions has acquir ed a long and rich exper ience as a media tor.

This is no less remarkable than its ability at the same time to preserve, over and

above everything else, a legitimacy of its own that defines it as the irreplaceable

instrument for co-operation and understanding among the peoples that make up the

Organization.

I have already referred to the role of mediator played by this Organization

and its contribution to the settlement of conflicts. However, I am pleased to

mention here an example where calling upon this role was not needed and an

exclusively bila teral settlement was reached, thanks to the understanding among

nations and to their good will in the search for a solution of their differences.

I am referr ing to the agreement signed between the people's Republic of China

and Portugal on 13 Apr 11 1987', establishing the necessary condi Hons for the

transfer of the exercise of sovereignty over the territory of Macau, to begin in

1999. It should be noted that from the beginning of such negotiations there was no

dispute over the title of sovereignty, which the Portuguese Constitution of 1976

h~ already acknowledged as belonging to China.
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Tribute should be paid not only to the conditions embodied in this agreemeI 0'

but also to the atmosphere of good understanding that prevailed throughout thesl

negotiations and allowed for the safeguarding and strengthening of the bonds of

friendship and co-operation that already ex.isted between our two countries. Ne

perspectives are now opened in our relations with the great nation of China.

Nevertheless, there are instances in which countries should, or have bo,

resort to the mechanisms established in the Charter of this Organization in ora r

to look for an equitable settlement of disputes. This was the case of portugal in

r·elation to East Timor. Unable to fulfil its obligation as the administering Ewer

and, in view of there having been no practical results after seven years of

condemnation of the occupation of the Territory by Indonesian forces, portugal

decided to request the intervention of the secretary-General.

We are still relying on the manda te under which the General Assembly, in ~s

resolution 37/30 in 1982, requested the Secretary-General to search for an

equitable, universal and internationally acceptable solution to the question 0

East Timer. Further consultations and useful contacts have been carried out w thin

the framework of that mandate, keeping the dialogue open in the hope of reachi g

positive results. Hence, we have agreed once again to the postponement of the

debate called by the General Assembly, in view of the progress report of the

Secretary-General issued on 8 September.
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mandate carried out by the Secretary-General is based, as we repeatedly stated, on

clear-cut underlying principles: the absence of any sort of claim over the

territory of Timor, which is closely linked to us by historical bondsJ the search

for a dignified settlement that will respect the religious and cultural identity of

the people of Timor, and the fulfilment of its legitimate aspirationsJ respect for

the right of the people of East Timor and of any other people freely to decide upon

its collective destiny in full compliance with the fundamental and unques tionab1e

principle of self-deter.mina tion, in accordance wi th resolutions 1514 (XV) and

1541 (XV) of the General Assembly of the United Nations.

My Government pays particular attention to the measures affecting the

humanitar ian conditions of the people of East Timor and sincerely welcomes the

Secre tary-Gen er al 's in ten tion c10s e1y to follow such deve10pmen ts "so as to promo te

future and constant improvements in the conditions of the Territory".

Therefore we participated in the work recently carried out in Geneva by the

Sub-Conunission on the Prevention of Discr imination and the Protection of

Minor! ties, which, in the framework of the issue of the violations of human rights

and fundamental freedoms, approved a resolution on the situation in East Timor.

Portugal has recently been elected by the Economic and Social Council to

membership in the Human Rights Commission. As an applicant, my country was fully

aware of the particular responsibilities entailed in such meriJership. But it was

likewise inspired by the possibility of making a more decisive contribution in this

field since human right~ are one of the main items of Portuguese foreign policy.

We cannot talk about human rights without bearing in mind that in many areas

of the world millions of people are still denied safeguard o·f the most fundamental

right, the right to life. We firmly believe that international peace and security,

as well as the social and economic development and progress of the different

, .
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nations, can be fully achieved and safeguarded only if they are based upon res~ et

for and implementation of human rights, social justice and each individual's

freedom to choose and pave h is own des tiny.

Since we firmly believe in these pr inciples, we cannot share the misleadir

concept that State sovereignty can be invoked to prevent international safegual I of

human rights, not even if lack of social and economic development is used to

justify lesser observance of and respect for civil and political rights. On tJ ~

contrary, the implementation of human rights should, in our opinion, be a prim ~y

concern in the assessmen t of the major problems tha t af flict the in terna tional

environment today.

In this regard we cannot stress enough the paramount importance of the ro e

that the United Nations and its several organs and specialized agencies have b en.

playing and should continue to play. Important leqislative work is being can ed

out based upon the principles enshrined in the United Nations Charter and the

Universal Declaration of Hwnan Rights. As a parallel development, we believe :hat

the international community should embark on a concerted effort to reinforce j Le

systems of surveillance and ver ification of the implementation of human rightl

Measures like the appointment of special rapporteurs, the crea tion of task fOl :es,

the presentation of reports, the organization of international conferences an,

congresses on specific subjects or specific cases of presumable viola tion of I Jman

rights, wherever they may occur, have proved to be fruitful and should be pro )ted

and reinforced in the fu ture. 1 should like also to acknowledge the impor tan role

played by non-governmental organizations since safeguard of human rights is a task

that we should all embrace and one that affects us all.

In the same framework please allow me br iefly to refer to another subjec of

increasing concern in today's world, namely, the systematic practise of viole t

acts carried out by organized groups that do not respect the democratic order
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prevailing in our countr ies. These actions, no matter who perpetra tes them or why,

directly jeopardize personal rights, freedoms and safeguards, such as the rights to

life, to freedom and to security.

For these reasons we have always upheld adherence to and full respect for the

spiri t and letter of the conventions drawn up by the specialized agencies wi thin

the United Nations system. Similarly we positively support the consensus expressed

by the approval of resolution 40/61 of 9 December 1985. That agreement deserves

our tr ibute inasmuch as it was the fir st time that a consensus was reached on such

a difficult issue having such a wide range of implications, and we are firmly

convinced that we should pursue actions in accordance with the spirit of such a

resolution. In our opinion, this is a problem that, given its gr avi ty and urgency,

should be carefully addressed by the whole international community.

On 1 July this year the European Communi ties took a significant step forward

in the process of a new European development: the enforcement of the European

Single Act.

Portugal considers this initiative, together with the related reforms now

under way, to which we have actively contributed, a demonstration of great

vitality. It stands for both adaptation to an internal reality to which new

elements have added richness as well as diversity and adjustment to the developmen t

of the political, economic and technological conditions of the latter years of our

century, which are undergoing rapid and profound mutations.

We consider that Act a valid attempt to meet coherent challenges that the

community will have to face simultaneously: on the one hand,an external challengel

on the other, an internal one. OVercoming the external challenge will entail the

possibility of reinforcing and giving broader meaning to the constructive position

that the Community has been taking On the international scene. The internal

challenge entails the need to secure a balanced development process wi thin
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territorial boundaries, which may allow for the reduction of the existing gap

between countries and regions and the reinforcement of internal cohesion.

It is essential to find the appropria te solution to both challenges so thi t.

the community and its members may, as we all wish, fully assume their

responsibilities in the political and economic spheres at an international lev 1.

After all, there has been a constant effort to achieve international open ess

and co-operation, evidence of that is provided by the recent revision of the

co-operation agreements with the Lame countries and the southern Mediterranean

coun tries.

Along the lines of a policy of co-operation and assistance to developmen1 I

should like to stress that my country has this year completed its full-fledgec:

adherence to the Third Lo~ Convention. This is a framework between the Euro] !an

Economic Community (EEC) and 66 coun tries of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pal .fic I

which will allow us considerably to extend our actions to underdeveloped coun :ies

and hence reaffirm the bilateral co-operation policy that we have endeavoured to

accomplish.

I should like to mention here the work carried out by many of the countr es

that participate in the General Assembly within the ·Uruguay Round· of the Ge eral

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). This round of negotiations, broader tan

any previous one, should attain results leading to a sound change in economic

international relations. Por tugal is determined actively to contr ibute to tl:

success of this round of negotiations, and here and now we renew our unquestj Inable

SUpport for the Declaration of Punta del Este. Never theless, the success of luch

negotiations should stem from the concerted action of all the participating

countr ies. Each country's capaci ties and a fair distr ibution of responsibil ties

should be taken into consideration so as to attain complete transparency, frl :! of

artificial protectionism, in international trade. That is the essential bas " foe

J
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the carrying out of structural changes and reforms that lead to the necessary

conditions for the optimal use of existing resources. Hence it is appropriate to

recall the conclusions of the UNCTAD meeting. In one single document 1 t was

possible to express a concerted assessment of the economic international situation

and to list a series of specific poli tical actions to be implemented wi thin the

next few years by the developed and developing countries. The climate of dialogue

achieved during the conference allowed for a sound analysis of mul tila teral

economic co-operation. This is an essential factor in the North-South dialogue,

which is such a pivotal i tern in in terna tional rela tions.

It is well known by all that co-operation with Africa, in particular with

Portuguese-speaking African countries, is of paramount importance to Portugal. It

is for us a crucial matter of top priority at both the political and the cultural

levels.

The priority attributed to the African coast and to the African continent in

the celebra tions tha t Por tugal is holding be fore the turn of the cen tury

commeoorating the Descobrimentos, the adventure of our maritime expansion and the

encounter of peoples and civilizations, speaks for itself.

I wish to express here the hope that the United Nations may become involved in

these celebrations, a clearly universal event.

As many have acknowledged, Por tuguese expansion was, as a famous s0010logis t

put it, more of a maritime and exploratory expansion than a conquering one.

Cultural roots are deep, and all recognize the special bonds created by such a

heritage, for which we are willing to expand and intensify the co-operation and

dialogue between Portugal and all African countries that are portuguese-speaking or

that share our historical heri tage. Accordingly, portugal has under taken ser ious

efforts to promote our already reinforced oommon solidar ity, and has widely proved

that.
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Similarly, portugal views with great concern the continuous postponement by

destabi1izing outbreaks that have been afflicting countries of the area, namely,

instability and tension. Underlying this situation are two factors that have been

Likewise, Portugal has uneauivoca11y denounced and condemned, both within thE

Thus, it is essential that the South African authorities pursue a dialogue

achievement of equitable solutions to the conflicts and problems besetting South

apartheid. The dismantlement of apartheid is an essential condition of the

United Nations system and elsewhere, the immorality and injustice entailed in

the social and economic conditions of the population, and the escalating

in the Southern African Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC), a body which

has achieved year after year increasing political and economic solidarity, giving

framework of the Republic of South Africa and the deliberately provoked

Moreover, it is with serious apprehension that Portugal views the series of

This co-operation, apart from bilateral action in different sectors,' also

developments taking place in southern Africa: the considerable deterioration of

encompasses very valuable multilateral programmes - for example, our participation

special priority to the problems of development.

with all the political and social groups that try to make a decisive move towards

the definite elimination of apartheid and the establishment of conditions that wi

JP/1jb

ensure more effective access to political participation, employment and social

justice for all the communities of the country. Only with the courage,

decisiveness and true sense of responsibility required at this historic moment w

the governing classes in South Africa avoid a process of internal confrontation.

the RepUblic of South Africa of the exercise by the Namibian people of the right

.1
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self-determination. 'Twenty years after the adoption f
o resolution 2145 (XXI),

which ended South Africa's Mandate over Namibia, the
question of the independence

of that Territory is not yet solved, owing t S ho out Africa's persistent demands,

which delay the implementation of Security C i1ounc resolution 435 (1978).

Portugal's position in this matter is well known. Portuga1 has repeatedly

declared that the solution of the question of Namibia is of primary concern, and

has consistently upheld the independence of the Territory, in keeping with Security

Council resolution 435 (1978). Portugal has also repeatedly expressed its firm

opposition to any act capable of further delaying the attainment by the people of

Namibia of their right to self-determination.

South Africa should respond constructively to the appeals voiced by the

international community and abandon the position of confrontation that it has

adopted, particularly against Angola. Portugal has vehemently condemned this

position on the part of South Africa.

My Government is firmly convinced that the solution to the problems that

afflict South Africa lies in the creation of conditions leading to the widening of

a genuine and constructive dialogue. This is the spirit of the Nkomati agreements

and of the contacts we have carried out in the region. Without pretending to find

solutions to problems that others will have to solve, we believe that it is our duty

to contribute in the best possible way to a peaceful, concerted settlement of the

conflicts that so dramatically beset such important areas of the African continent.

It is with deep concern that my country views the constant worsening of the

living conditions of the people of Mozambiaue and the acts of extreme violence that

have recently been perpetrated against them by groups involved in a process of

spreading instability, which my country vehemently condemns.

Angola, too, is living in particularly difficult times.
There, too, the

h widespread l'nstabi1ity and conflict that prevail in
population is afflicted by t e
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most countries of southern Africa. We pay a tribute to the pragmatism that the

political leaders in Angola have demonstrated in their search for a global solution

to the problems that afflict the country. Also worthy of praise are the reopening

of the dialogue aimed at a solution of the problem of Namibia and the recent

announcement of important economic reforms. portugal firmly supports and

encourages such measures.

I should also like to address here the recent unanimous election within the

United Nations system of a renowned diplomat and legal expert from Cape Verde to

the presidency of the Preparatory Commission for the International Sea-Bed

Authority and for the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea. I am certain

that with all his merits he will make a decisive contribution to the work of that

body, whose success is of great interest to a country with such maritime traditions

as Portugal.

I should also like to refer with great satisfaction to the views set forth at

the last meeting of the five Heads of state of Central America in the city of

Guatemala. The results achieved at that meeting are a promising step towards the

creation of the atmosphere of mutual confidence which is so essential to the

preservation of peace, respect for political freedoms and the social and economic

development of the area. Nevertheless, the promise can be kept only if specific

actions are taken that will embody the safeguards for the exercise of civil and

political rights that are an essential part of the Guatemala document.

is not always easy to make a profound diagnosis of the causes of the problems that

affect these countries, but the international community should do away with

solutions that have proved to be unsatisfactory and turn to more innovative ideas.

d
jj
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I am convinced that the developed countries have an important contribution to make

in this area. I firmly believe that we should seek constantly and persistently a

new set of formulas for co-operation with Latin America.

I also pay a tribute to the increasing solidarity that the Latin American

countries have demonstrated. Examples of this solidarity can be found in the

endeavours of the Contadora Group and the Support Group - namely, the establishment

of a mechanism for periodic political consultations between the member countries of

these two groups and of closer contacts between Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay.

Thes~ measures are the starting point of a process of gradual integration that will

have major consequences in the area.

I turn to disarmament. I will not dwell on this vast and complex SUbject,

since my COlleague from Denmark has already addressed the issue on behalf of all

the member countries of the European Communities. I would simply re-emphasize that

Portugal will continue to participate actively with the allied countries in all the

actions carried of the international community in this field that may lead to

effective reinforcement of international security.

In our opinion this will occur only in an atmosphere of greater mutual trust,

achieved through a continued, sound East-West dialogue, without jeopardizing the

delicate balance of power, which in today's world, remains the most solid safeguard

of security and stability in international relations.

It is in this spirit that we carefully observe the positive developments in

the current negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union. Moreover,

I cannot fail to make a special reference to the agreement on the dismantlement of

medium-range missiles in Europe achieved recently in Washington. We hope that this

measure will contribute not only to a more secure Europe, but also to greater

stability and collective safety, which it should never impair.

I I
I
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It is with deep concern that we have noted in the last few weeks the

deterioration of the situation in the Gulf region. We join whole-heartedly in all

the urgent appeals from all corners of the world for an end to all acts of violence

and intimidation, so as to achieve a cease-fire in the area as the pre-condition of

the establishment of an environment of understanding in which genuine solutions may

be found.

In accordance with Secu'rity Council resolution 598 (1987), which is a good

example of the unity at present prevailing in the international community, we

uphold freedom of navigation and free trade in every part of the world, and cannot

accept that principles universally accepted and enshrined in international

documents signed by every nation should be jeopardized.

We likewise fully support the endeavours of the Secretary-General in the

search for peace and a lasting, dignified agreement that may lead to the ending of

the conflict that has been undermining Iran and Iraq. We are confident that the

Secretary-General's decisiveness may become a crucial element in this issue, as

long as both parties prove willing to search for peaceful solutions, without any

reservation.

As for the conflict between Israel and the Arab countries, we are convinced

that underlying the problems faced by the region is the postponement of solutions.

Together with other countries of the Common Market, our country will do everything

possible to reach realistic, balanced and lasting solutions to this issue, taking

into consideration the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people and the need £0

withdrawal from occupied Arab territories and recognition of the right of all the

nations of the area to peaceful coexistence.

--
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It is thus with' great hope that we face the reopening of the dialogue between

Europe and the Arab cuntries. We firmly believe that invaluable benefits can stem

from a more perfect understanding and more conscientious consultation wi th the

large family of Arab countries.

We cannot fail to mention Afghanistan and stress once again the wish of

portugal to see that country, free of the presence of foreign troops and external

pressures, find peace, and with that peace be granted the right to

self-determina tion.

Another country that has had to bear the occupation of foreign troops for

several years now is Kampuch ea. In that case also the international community and

in particular the Secretary-General should spare no effort in the search for a just

and peaceful solution that will safeguard the territorial boundaries and the

independence and free will of that people.

I began by sta ting that the ideals embodied in the Char ter are still valid

todaYl indeed I consider them part of the goals that move Governments and men:

peace, economic and social progress, respect for the individual and the freedom and

independence for each nation. It is for this organization, especially the

SecretarY-General, Hr. Perez de Cuellar, in whom we fully trust, to fulfil the

difficult mission of continuing and renewing that noble and worthy task.

We are confident that lasting solutions to the present financial crisis will

be found, solutions that will satisfy all and hence contribute to the support for.

and prestige of the actions of this forum. only then will this Organization be

able to ful f il its or1g inal pledge and play the role tha t is its right.

In this connection I should like to pay a tribute to the secretary-General for

his initiatives directed towards a stricter rationalization of expenditure and more

, .
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efficient management and tighter control of human and financial resources. Such

measures, of course, are applicable to the whole United Nations system, including

the Uni teCt Na Hons Educational, Scientific and Cul tural Organiza tion (UNESm),

which should not only be subject to a more strict and efficient management but also

I:'egain its universal yoca tion. These were the main reasons that led my country to

nominate for the dir ector-generalah ip of UNFSOO a Por tuguese whose well- kna,.,n and .

undeniable merits would ensure the rapid and effective achievement of those goals.

Allow me in conclusion to emphasize again the total devotion of my country to

the succe~s of the United Nations as an instrument of peace and progress in the

international community.

The PRESIDENT: I now call on those representatives who have indicated

their they wish to speak in exercise of the right of reply.

Ms. MAUALA (Samoa): Earlier today the Minister of Foreign Affairs of

France made reference to recent events in New Caledonia. I should make it clear,

on behalf of the seven members of the South Pacific Forum who are Members of the

united Nations that the French interpretation of the referendum of 13 September is

not shared by New Caledonia's colonized people or by its neighbours in the region.

We shall take the opportunity of the joint statement to be delivered on our

behalf by my Prime Minister in the general debate and statements under item 18 of

the General Assembly's agenda to make our position on New Caledonia entirely clear.

Mrs. 'ION'NUTHI'NINH (Viet Nam): The delegation of Viet Nam wishes to

reply partly to the statement of the Foreign Minister of China, who this morning

made incorrect r emar ks about Viet Nam.

I
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In South-East Asia and Kampuchea at present there are "some signs of

movement" (A/42/l, p. 4), to quote the Secretary-General's report on the work of

the Organization. In fact, meaningful developments have been and are taking place

that are leading to a promia ing but sensi tive juncture. China, however, remains

one of the few countries not to heed that evidence, to put it bluntly, China is

bent on ignoring an evolution which is not to its liking.

The lndo-Chinese coun tries have matched their professed goodwill wi th concrete

deeds. Each year since 1982 Viet Nam has effected partial withdrawals of its

forces from Kampuchea. Yet another partial withdrawal has been announced for this

year and the totality of its forces are to be withdrawn by 1990. In the event of a

political solution, Vietnamese forces will be withdrawn earlier. China, for its

part, has made repeated vocal calls for viet Nam's total and SPeedy withdrawal from

Kampuchea, but the truth of the matter is that its deep-seated wish does not match

its words. As a matter of fact, China wishes ·00 see Viet Nam bogged down

indefinitely in Kampuchea, for it serves China's selfish interest to maintain the

tension in the region.

It is no revelation to state that it was China itself that supper ted the

genocidal Pol Pot regime that caused the dea th of millions of Kampucheans,

including close relatives of Prince Norodom Sihanouk, and that waged wars against

neighbour ing countries. Today, regardless of world-wide condemna tion of the

perpetrators of genocide, China Persists in keeping Pol Pot's remnant forces and

sustaining them in their activi ties, to undermine and hinder the Kampuchean

peOple's revival and rehabil ita tion. It is none other than China which is

attempting by all possible means to thwart an eventual process of negotiation

towards a settlement of the Kampuchean question through political means.
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After eight years of tension everyone wishes the Kampuchean problem to be

pre-eonditions in order to reject talks with viet Nam while leaving no stDne

this fashion. During the Viet Nam war, u~til 1970, China tried its utmost to

tries to prevent others from doing so. In the past, China has been wont to act in

real possibility of solving the Kampuchean problem.

Kampuchea and between ASEAN and the lndo-Chinese coun tr ies, wh ich would offer a

that question but does its utmost to prevent dialogue between the two sides of

talks with that country without pre-conditions. In contrast, China sets

unturned in trying to hinder efforts towards negotiations between the Kampuchean

sides and between the coun tr ies of the Associa Hon of South-Eas t As ian

in South-East Asia so as to serve its self-interest.

is China's intention to prolong the Kampuchean people's sufferings and instability

The facts are that in dealing wi~ the Soviet Union China invokes three

obstacles, among which is the Kampuchean question, and yet it still undertakes

settleCl and lasting peace to be secured in South-East Asia. On the other hand, it

prevent Viet Nam from negotiating with the United States. 'let, by 1971 China was

EH/ed

negotiating directly with the United States behind Viet Nam's back to settle the

war in Viet Nam for the sake of its own interests.

responsibility in world affairs, particularly in South-East Asia. Differences

Today however everything does not rest solely in China's hands. Viet Nam

believes that China is a great country, with considerable prestige and a major

between Viet Nam and China are but transient) the friendship between the two
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countries and the two peoples is there to stay. Let us hope that China will soon

make a constructive contr ibution to the solution of the probleJIIS of South-East Asia

and Kampuchea.

The PRESIDENT: I must call attention to the fact that more

representatives here now asked to speak in exercise of the right of reply.

Provision is made for this under rule 73 of the rules of procedure, but most of the

topics that we are discussing are covered by items on the agenCla of the General

Assembly for this session.
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The People's Republic of China, along with more than a hundred other peace-

A peaceful settlement can be achieved in my country only when the Socialist

the presence of more than 140,000 Vietnamese occupying forces.

Some o'f the delegations that have indicated their wish to exercise the right of

reply are also on the list of speakers and will, of course, have an opportunity to

The Socialist Republic of Viet Nam continues to deceive the international

speak later. I would therefore appeal to them to be as brief as possible in their

just struggle against the armed presence of ,the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for

delivered this morning by Wu Xequian, the Foreign Minister of the People's Republic

of Viet Nam, criticizing the excellent eta tement on the problem of Kampuchea

Mr.SISOWATH (Democratic Kampuchea): My delegation is not at all

and justice-loving countries of the world, continues to render strong moral,

surprised at the reply just given by the representative of the Socialist Republic

struggle of the Cambodian people against the flagrant invasion and occupation of my

political and diplomatic suppor t to the Cambodian people and to the Coali tion

of China, whose people and Gaver nment uphold great justice in suppor t of the

GOU'ernment of Democratic Kampuchea, in this very august body, each year, in our'

Republic of Viet Ham, which is the root cause of the problem, agrees to have an

a totally free, independent and non-aligned Cambodia.

community by spreading the false information that the situation in Cambodia is a

matter between Cambodians. It is in fact a war of aggression, imposed upon us by

honest, meaningful, constructive discussion, face to face, with the coalition

Government of Democratic Kampuchea, under the distinguished presidency of
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Mr. BLANC (France) (interpretation from French): There was no criticism

of Samoa or of the countries of the South Pacific Forum in the statement delivered

~is morning by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of France. Therefore my

delegation cannot but be astonished at the comments made by the representa tive of

Samoa on behalf of those countries.

The delegation of France will not reply to those comments. The answer has

been given by the electors of New Caledonia, who, on 13 September last, rejected,

by referendum, the option of independence, choosing the retention of the status of

fue territory as a member of France.

France feels that no one else should tell free citizens what choice it is

incumbent upon them to make. The New Caledonians have delOOcra tically chosen to

remain within the Republic of France. Their choice is one that others must

impera tively accept.

Mr. SHI Jicheng (China) (in terpreta Hon from Chinese) : The Chinese

delegation feels indignant at the attacks and the abuse of the Vietnamese

delegation concerning the statement made by our Foreign Minister and the position

of ~e Chinese Government.

Viet Nam, with the support of a super-Power, committed aggression on

Kampuchea. This brought about a great disaster for the Cambodian people and caused

destruction. It also threatened the peace and security of South-East Asia. It is

condemned by all peace-lov ing peoples the wor Id over.

This world Organization, in recent years, has adopted resolutions demanding

that Viet Nam wi thdraw all its troops from Cambodia. But viet Nam remains

intransigent. It persists in its aggression and refuses to withdraw it.s troops·

from Cambodia.

On the contrary, viet Nam has attacked China, alleging that China want.s

lJiet Nam to be bogged down indefinitely in Kampuchea. This is totally absurd. The
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aggression by viet Nam is condemned by all the patriots in Kampuchea, and

Democratic Kampuchea is supported by China and all other peace-loving countries in

the world.

In the circumstances, Viet Nam proposed a so-called political settlement.

China has never been opposed to political settlements, but we call upon viet Nam,

first of all, to withdraw all its aggressive troops from Kampuchea. Only in those

circumstances can we talk about a poli tical settlement. The aim of the so-called

political settlement by Viet Nam is to get through political means what they canno l

get from the battlefield: that is, to consolida te and to perpetua te the fruits of

its aggression.

The Chinese delega Hon would like to adv ise the Vietnamese delega tion that if

it persists in aggression and remains hostile to the international community, if i

refuses to implement the resolutions adopted by the United Nations, it'will not

serve the viet Nam authorities themselves.

The only right thing is for Viet Nam to withdraw all its aggressive troops

from Kampuchea as early as poss ible and let the people of Kampuchea, under the

guidance and leadership of Prince Norodom Sihanouk, solve their internal problems

by themselves.

The meeting rose at 7.30 p.m.
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